2018 MOTOCROSS
COLLECTION

Right from the very beginning, motocross – and the
creativity and revolutions per minute nature of the sport
– has inspired Alpinestars to ceaselessly use on-track
research and development from its world class athletes to
further emphasize and enhance its constantly evolving high
performance products. In a sport measured in hundredths
of a second, motocross racers are perennially looking for
an edge, so too is Alpinestars, relentlessly investigating
and testing new technologies to further enhance rider
protection, durability and physical functionality.
55 years after the creation of the Alpinestars brand
of ingenuity and creativity, the world’s best racers such
as Eli Tomac and Justin Barcia in Supercross, Jeffrey
Herlings and Romain Febvre in MXGP and many Motocross
National Champions such as Cody Cooper and Akira
Narita all insist on going to the starting gate in Alpinestars
technical riding apparel, footwear and protection.
“There is A LOT of expectation to win in what I do,” says
AMA 450MX National Champion Eli Tomac. “And when
you have that upon you there are expectations to always
perform to a certain level – and we should perform to that
level. Our expectation is to go out there and fight for as
many wins as we can and to get championships. We are
expected to perform and Alpinestars helps me perform.”

JEFFREY HERLINGS

TECHSTAR
FACTORY

JERSEY

376 1018 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

TECHSTAR
FACTORY

PANTS

372 1018 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

6 // M X1 8

>> Extremely lightweight, vented poly-

fabric main chassis construction for
moisture-wicking and performance fit.
>> Perforated mesh inserts around collar for
excellent breathability, especially when
using Alpinestars BNS neck support.
>> Extended perforation inserts
on side torso and forearms for
excellent airflow and comfort.
>> Pre-curved sleeves for maximum
comfort and performance.

>> Multi-panel, poly-fabric construction

with PU coating for excellent
strength and durability.
>> Innovative, strategically positioned
four-way stretch panels for freedom of
movement and riding fit.
>> Localized perforation zones allows for
cooling airflow and comfort.
>> Exclusive ‘Vector’ back panel
provides maximum comfort and
flexibility when riding.
>> ‘Babel’ knee design features a prebent, reinforced and padded 3D knee
construction with hidden stretch
spandex expansion gusset for
excellent fit in the riding position.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on
the seat area provides high levels

>> Extended rear for compatibility
with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

>> Comfort neck collar and raglan

construction for easy entry and exit.

>> Seamless collar and cuffs for
weight-saving and durability.

>> Wrist cuffs feature stretch inserts for

excellent fit and convenient in and out.

>> Sublimated fade-resistant graphics
in exciting new colorways.

of abrasion resistance.

>> Includes perforated foam hip pads for fit,
comfort and breathability.

>> Lightweight and ventilated mesh

lining with stretch panel insert for
better fit in riding position.
>> Leather panels on the inner leg
provide heat resistance, grip
and comfort.
>> 3D injection molded rubber logos and
details for additional durability.
>> Silicon webbing on inner waist helps
keep garment in position.
>> Durable waist adjustment pull-tabs with
hook and loop grip for personalized fit and
safe closure.
>> Inner hip pocket for safe key/coin storage.

7 // M X1 8

TECHSTAR
FACTORY

JERSEY

376 1018 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

ORANGE FLUO BLUE WHITE YELLOW FLUO // 475

TECHSTAR
FACTORY

PANTS

372 1018 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

8 // M X1 8

YELLOW FLUO BLUE BLACK ORANGE FLUO // 574

BLACK DARK BLUE WHITE YELLOW // 1725

BLUE RED WHITE YELLOW FLUO // 7325

9 // M X1 8

JUSTIN BARCIA

TECHSTAR
VENOM

JERSEY

376 0018 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

TECHSTAR
VENOM

PANTS

372 0018 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

1 2 // M X1 8

>> Extremely lightweight, vented poly-

fabric main chassis construction for
moisture-wicking and performance fit.
>> Perforated mesh inserts around collar for
excellent breathability, especially when
using Alpinestars BNS neck support.
>> Extended perforation inserts
on side torso and forearms for
excellent airflow and comfort.
>> Pre-curved sleeves for maximum
comfort and performance.
>> Extended rear for compatibility with

>> Multi-panel, poly-fabric construction

with PU coating for excellent
strength and durability.
>> Innovative, strategically positioned
four-way stretch panels for freedom
of movement and riding fit.
>> Localized perforation zones allows
for cooling airflow and comfort.
>> Exclusive ‘Vector’ back panel
provides maximum comfort
and flexibility when riding.
>> ‘Babel’ knee design features a prebent, reinforced and padded 3D knee
construction with hidden stretch
spandex expansion gusset for
excellent fit in the riding position.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement
on the seat area provides high

Alpinestars’ MX pants.

>> Comfort neck collar and

raglan construction for easy
entry and exit.
>> Seamless collar and cuffs for weightsaving and durability.
>> Wrist cuffs feature stretch inserts
for excellent fit and convenient
in and out.
>> Sublimated fade-resistant graphics
in exciting new colorways.

levels of abrasion resistance.

>> Includes perforated foam hip pads
for fit, comfort and breathability.

>> Lightweight and ventilated mesh

lining with stretch panel insert for
better fit in riding position.
>> Leather inner-leg panels provide
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
>> 3D injection molded rubber logos and
details for additional durability.
>> Silicon webbing in inner waist
helps keep garment in position.
>> Durable waist adjustment pulltabs with hook and loop grip for
personalized fit and safe closure.
>> Inner hip pocket for safe key/coin storage.

1 3 // M X1 8

TECHSTAR
VENOM

JERSEY

376 0018 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

RED YELLOW FLUO ANTHRACITE // 353

TECHSTAR
VENOM

PANTS

372 0018 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

1 4 // M X1 8

GREEN FLUO WHITE DARK BLUE // 629

BLACK WHITE AQUA // 1279

BLUE PINK FLUO WHITE // 7392

AQUA YELLOW FLUO RED // 7053

1 5 // M X1 8

ELI TOMAC

TECHSTAR
SCREAMER

JERSEY

376 0518 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

TECHSTAR
SCREAMER

PANTS

372 0518 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

1 8 // M X1 8

>> Extremely lightweight, vented poly-

with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

fabric main chassis construction for
moisture-wicking and performance fit.
>> Perforated mesh inserts around collar for
excellent breathability, especially when
using Alpinestars BNS neck support.
>> Extended perforation inserts
on side torso and forearms for
excellent airflow and comfort.
>> Pre-curved sleeves for maximum
comfort and performance.
>> Extended rear for compatibility

>> Comfort neck collar and raglan

>> Multi-panel, poly-fabric construction

>> Includes perforated foam hip pads

with PU coating for excellent
strength and durability.
>> Innovative, strategically positioned
four-way stretch panels for freedom
of movement and riding fit.
>> Localized perforation zones allows
for cooling airflow and comfort.
>> Exclusive ‘Vector’ back panel
provides maximum comfort
and flexibility when riding.
>> ‘Babel’ knee design features a prebent, reinforced and padded 3D knee
construction with hidden stretch
spandex expansion gusset for
excellent fit in the riding position.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement
on the seat area provides high
levels of abrasion resistance.

construction for easy entry and exit.

>> Seamless collar and cuffs for
weight-saving and durability.

>> Wrist cuffs feature stretch
inserts for excellent fit.

>> Sublimated fade-resistant graphics
in exciting new colorways.

>> Available in international sizes S-2XL.

for fit, comfort and breathability.

>> Lightweight and ventilated mesh

lining with stretch panel insert for
better fit in riding position.
>> Leather inner-leg panels provide
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
>> 3D injection molded rubber logos and
details for additional durability.
>> Silicon webbing in inner waist
helps keep garment in position.
>> Durable waist adjustment pulltabs with hook and loop grip for
personalized fit and secure closure.
>> Inner hip pocket for secure
key/coin storage.
>> Available in international sizes 28-40.

1 9 // M X1 8

TECHSTAR
SCREAMER

JERSEY

376 0518 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

BLACK YELLOW FLUO GRAY // 1511

TECHSTAR
SCREAMER

PANTS

372 0518 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

2 0 // M X1 8

ORANGE FLUO BLUE WHITE YELLOW FLUO // 475

BLACK TEAL YELLOW FLUO // 1074

BLUE YELLOW FLUO RED // 754

2 1 // M X1 8

PAULS JONASS

ROMAIN FEBVRE

RACER
BRAAP

JERSEY

>> Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,

for fit and comfort.

moisture-wicking and durable.
>> Cut longer in the rear area for
compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.
>> Stretch collar neck construction

>> Fade resistant sublimated graphics.
>> Fitted wrist cuffs for optimized fit.

>> Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction

>> Includes perforated foam hip pads

376 1418/ SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

RACER
BRAAP

PANTS

372 1418 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

2 4 // M X1 8

that is PU coated for additional
strength and durability.
>> Large rear stretch panel insert provides
increased comfort and flexibility
to the waist and lower back.
>> Extensive lightweight and ventilated mesh
with stretch panel inserts for improved fit.
>> Pre-curved, ergonomic leg
construction for improved
performance in the riding position.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on
the seat area and inner leg panels
provides superior abrasion resistance.

for fit, comfort and breathability.

>> Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.

>> Innovative 3D knee construction and

hidden expansion panel designed to
accommodate knee protectors.
>> 3D injection molded rubber
logos for durability.
>> Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
>> Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

2 5 // M X1 8

RACER
BRAAP

JERSEY

376 1418/ SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

ORANGE FLUO DARK BLUE WHITE // 473

RACER
BRAAP

PANTS

372 1418 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

2 6 // M X1 8

BLACK WHITE RED // 123

RED BLACK YELLOW FLUO // 316

BLUE WHITE RED // 723

2 7 // M X1 8

MAKOTO OGATA

AKIRA NARITA

RACER
SUPERMATIC

JERSEY

>> Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,

moisture-wicking and durable.
>> Cut longer in the rear area for
compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.
>> Stretch collar neck construction

for fit and comfort.

>> Fade-resistant sublimated
graphics.

>> Fitted wrist cuffs.

376 1518 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

RACER
SUPERMATIC

PANTS

372 1518 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

3 0 // M X1 8

>> Durable poly-fabric and nylon construction
that is PU coated for additional
strength and durability.
>> Large rear stretch panel insert provides
increased comfort and flexibility to the
waist and lower back.
>> Extensive lightweight and ventilated mesh
with stretch panel inserts for better fit.
>> Pre-curved, ergonomic leg
construction for improved
performance in the riding position.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on the
seat area and inner leg panels provides
superior abrasion resistance.
>> Includes perforated foam hip pads

for fit, comfort and breathability.

>> Leather reinforced inner-leg

panels for heat resistance, grip
and comfort.
>> Innovative 3D knee construction and
hidden expansion panel designed to
accommodate knee protectors.
>> 3D injection-molded rubber logos for
durability.
>> Ratchet closure with dual
waist adjustment pull-tabs for
safe, personalized fit.
>> Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

31 // M X1 8

RACER
SUPERMATIC

JERSEY

376 1518 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

BLACK YELLOW FLUO GRAY // 1511

RACER
SUPERMATIC

PANTS

372 1518 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

3 2 // M X1 8

DARK BLUE ORANGE FLUO AQUA // 7049

AQUA BLACK RED // 7113

WHITE DARK BLUE YELLOW FLUO // 227

3 3 // M X1 8

JOSH SHEEHAN

TOM PAGES

RACER
TACTICAL

JERSEY

>> Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,

moisture-wicking and durable.
>> Cut longer in the rear area for
compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.
>> Stretch collar neck construction

for fit and comfort.

>> Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
>> Fitted wrist cuffs.
>> Available in international sizes S-2XL.

376 1218 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

RACER
TACTICAL

PANTS

372 1218 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

3 6 // M X1 8

>> Durable poly-fabric and nylon

construction that is PU coated for
additional strength and durability.
>> Large rear stretch panel insert provides
increased comfort and flexibility
to the waist and lower back.
>> Extensive lightweight and ventilated mesh
with stretch panel inserts for better fit.
>> Pre-curved, ergonomic leg
construction for improved
performance in the riding position.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on
the seat area and inner leg panels
provides superior abrasion resistance.
>> Includes perforated foam hip pads

for fit, comfort and breathability.

>> Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.

>> Innovative 3D knee construction and

hidden expansion panel designed to
accommodate knee protectors.
>> 3D injection-molded rubber
logos for durability.
>> Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for a secure, personalized fit.
>> Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.
>> Available in international sizes 28-40.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO // 155

BLACK PINK FLUO // 1390

3 7 // M X1 8

CLINTON MOORE

LEVI SHERWOOD

RACER
FLAGSHIP

JERSEY

>> Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,

moisture-wicking and durable.
>> Cut longer in the rear area for
compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.
>> Stretch collar neck construction

for fit and comfort.

>> Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
>> Fitted wrist cuffs.
>> Available in international sizes S-2XL.

376 1318 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

RACER
FLAGSHIP

PANTS

372 1318 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

4 0 // M X1 8

>> Durable poly-fabric and nylon

construction that is PU coated for
additional strength and durability.
>> Large rear stretch panel insert provides
increased comfort and flexibility
to the waist and lower back.
>> Extensive lightweight and ventilated mesh
with stretch panel inserts for better fit.
>> Pre-curved, ergonomic leg
construction for improved
performance in the riding position.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on
the seat area and inner leg panels
provides superior abrasion resistance.
>> Includes perforated foam hip pads

for fit, comfort and breathability.

>> Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.

>> Innovative 3D knee construction and

hidden expansion panel designed to
accommodate knee protectors.
>> 3D injection-molded rubber
logos for durability.
>> Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for secure, personalized fit.
>> Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.
>> Available in international sizes 28-40.

41 // M X1 8

RACER
FLAGSHIP

JERSEY

376 1318 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

RED WHITE BLACK // 321

RACER
FLAGSHIP

PANTS

372 1318 / SIZE: 28-40
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

4 2 // M X1 8

YELLOW FLUO BLACK ANTHRACITE // 519

RIO RED AQUA WHITE // 3062

GREEN FLUO ANTHRACITE BLACK // 616

RED YELLOW FLUO BLUE // 356

4 3 // M X1 8

JETT REYNOLDS

YOUTH RACER
VENOM

>> Specially designed and developed

JERSEY

for an optimized youth fit.

>> Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.

>> Cut longer in the rear area for

377 0018 / SIZE: S-XL

compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

>> Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.

M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

>> Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
>> Fitted wrist cuffs.
>> Available in international sizes S-XL.

YOUTH RACER
VENOM

>> Specially designed and developed

PANTS

374 0018 / SIZE: 22-28
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

4 6 // M X1 8

for an optimized youth fit.

>> Durable poly-fabric and nylon

construction that is PU coated for
additional strength and durability.
>> Large rear stretch panel insert provides
increased comfort and flexibility
to the waist and lower back.
>> Extensive lightweight and ventilated mesh
with stretch panel inserts for better fit.
>> Pre-curved, ergonomic leg
construction for improved
performance in the riding position.
>> Includes perforated foam hip pads
for fit, comfort and breathability.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on
the seat area and inner leg panels
provides superior abrasion resistance.
>> Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
>> Innovative 3D knee construction and
hidden expansion panel designed to
accommodate knee protectors.
>> 3D injection-molded rubber
logos for durability.
>> Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for secure, personalized fit.
>> Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.
>> Available in international sizes 22-28.

BLUE PINK FLUO WHITE // 7392

GREEN FLUO WHITE DARK BLUE // 629

YOUTH RACER
BRAAP

>> Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,

JERSEY

moisture-wicking and durable.

>> Cut longer in the rear area for compatibility
with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

>> Stretch collar neck construction for fit
and comfort.

377 1418 / SIZE: S-XL

>> Fade resistant sublimated

M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

>> Fitted wrist cuffs for optimized fit.

graphics.

YOUTH RACER
BRAAP

ORANGE FLUO DARK BLUE WHITE // 473

BLACK WHITE RED // 123

>> Durable poly-fabric/nylon construction

PANTS

374 1418 / SIZE: 22-28
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

that is PU coated for additional
strength and durability.
>> Large rear stretch panel insert provides
increased comfort and flexibility
to the waist and lower back.
>> Extensive lightweight and ventilated mesh
with stretch panel inserts for improved fit.
>> Pre-curved, ergonomic leg
construction for improved
performance in the riding position.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on
the seat area and inner leg panels
provides superior abrasion resistance.
>> Includes perforated foam hip pads
for fit, comfort and breathability.
>> Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
>> Innovative 3D knee construction and
hidden expansion panel designed to
accommodate knee protectors.
>> 3D injection molded rubber
logos for durability.
>> Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for safe, personalized fit.
>> Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.

4 7 // M X1 8

YOUTH RACER
SCREAMER

>> Specially designed and developed

JERSEY

for an optimized youth fit.

>> Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.

>> Cut longer in the rear area for

377 0518/ SIZE: S-XL

compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

>> Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.

M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

>> Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
>> Fitted wrist cuffs.
>> Available in international sizes S-XL.

YOUTH RACER
SCREAMER

>> Specially designed and developed

PANTS

374 0518 / SIZE: 22-28
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

4 8 // M X1 8

for an optimized youth fit.

>> Durable poly-fabric and nylon

construction that is PU coated for
additional strength and durability.
>> Large rear stretch panel insert provides
increased comfort and flexibility
to the waist and lower back.
>> Extensive lightweight and ventilated mesh
with stretch panel inserts for better fit.
>> Pre-curved, ergonomic leg
construction for improved
performance in the riding position.
>> Includes perforated foam hip pads
for fit, comfort and breathability.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on
the seat area and inner leg panels
provides superior abrasion resistance.
>> Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
>> Innovative 3D knee construction and
hidden expansion panel designed to
accommodate knee protectors.
>> 3D injection-molded rubber
logos for durability.
>> Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for secure, personalized fit.
>> Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.
>> Available in international sizes 22-28.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO GRAY // 1511

ORANGE FLUO BLUE WHITE YELLOW FLUO // 475

YOUTH RACER
SUPERMATIC

>> Specially designed and developed

JERSEY

for an optimized youth fit.

>> Poly-fabric construction is lightweight,
moisture-wicking and durable.

>> Cut longer in the rear area for

377 1518 / SIZE: S-XL

compatibility with Alpinestars’ MX pants.

>> Stretch collar neck construction
for fit and comfort.

M OT OC RO SS / O FF-ROAD

>> Fade-resistant sublimated graphics.
>> Fitted wrist cuffs.
>> Available in international sizes S-XL.

YOUTH RACER
SUPERMATIC

WHITE DARK BLUE YELLOW FLUO // 227

AQUA BLACK RED // 7113

>> Specially designed and developed

PANTS

374 1518 / SIZE: 22-28
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD

for an optimized youth fit.

>> Durable poly-fabric and nylon

construction that is PU coated for
additional strength and durability.
>> Large rear stretch panel insert provides
increased comfort and flexibility
to the waist and lower back.
>> Extensive lightweight and ventilated mesh
with stretch panel inserts for better fit.
>> Pre-curved, ergonomic leg
construction for improved
performance in the riding position.
>> Includes perforated foam hip pads
for fit, comfort and breathability.
>> Heavy poly-fabric reinforcement on
the seat area and inner leg panels
provides superior abrasion resistance.
>> Leather reinforced inner-leg panels for
heat resistance, grip and comfort.
>> Innovative 3D knee construction and
hidden expansion panel designed to
accommodate knee protectors.
>> 3D injection-molded rubber
logos for durability.
>> Ratchet closure with dual waist adjustment
pull-tabs for secure, personalized fit.
>> Convenient interior hip pocket
for key/coin storage.
>> Available in international sizes 22-28.

4 9 // M X1 8

NATHAN CRAWFORD

TODD KELLETT

TECHSTAR

GLOVE

356 1018 / SIZE: S-2XL
MOT OCR OS S / OFF- R OA D

BLACK WHITE // 12

5 2 // M X1 8

>> Multi-material

construction with stretch
poly-fabric top hand
for excellent levels of
flexibility and fit.
>> Single-piece Clarino palm
for reduced material
construction to promote
better grip and sensitivity
on bike’s levers.
>> Palm features
reinforcement on
landing and upper palm
area, plus localized
perforations to prevent
heat build-up.
>> Innovative stretch insert
in palm and thumb for
improved hand movement
and lever control.
>> Flexible TPR knuckle
guard and finger
inserts for additional
abrasion resistance and

BLACK RED // 13

durability.

>> Pre-curved finger

construction with
finger gussets to
reduce fatigue and aid
movement and grip.
>> Finger fourchettes
feature seamless
one-piece spandex to
avoid irritation.
>> Reinforced thumb
area for durability and
seam stability.
>> Silicon grip patterning
on first two fingers
for improved grip and
lever control.
>> Innovative wrist closure
system features extended
TPR hoop and loop grip
flap plus Neoprene wrist
for safe, comfortable
and personalized fit.

YELLOW FLUO ORANGE
BLUE
FLUO BLUE // 537
RED YELLOW FLUO // 7355

AVIATOR

GLOVE

356 0318 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OTOCROSS / O FF-ROAD

AQUA BLUE
// 7111

BLACK
ANTHRACITE
// 104

>> Stretch fabric top hand

for excellent levels of
flexibility and fit.
>> Single-piece Clarino palm
for reduced material
construction to promote
better grip and sensitivity
on bike’s levers.
>> Palm features localized
perforations to prevent
heat build-up.
>> Innovative stretch insert
in adductor (palm and
thumb) for improved
hand movement and
lever control.
>> Pre-curved finger shaping
with finger gussets
to reduce fatigue and
aid mobility.

RED WHITE
YELLOW FLUO
// 305

YELLOW FLUO
BLACK
// 551

>> Finger fourchettes

feature seamless
one-piece spandex to
avoid irritation.
>> Reinforced thumb
area for durability and
seam stability.
>> Internal silicone gel
padding on fingers for
comfort and fit.
>> Silicon grip patterning
on first two fingers
for improved grip and
lever control.
>> Wrist features TPR
hook and loop grip
closure plus Neoprene
for safe, comfortable
and personalized fit.

ORANGE FLUO
DARK BLUE
// 470

YELLOW FLUO
TEAL
// 578

RACEFEND

GLOVE

356 3518 / SIZE: S-2XL
MOT OCR OS S / OFF- R OA D

BLACK RED
WHITE // 132

>> Stretch top hand

with strategically
positioned Neoprene
for comfort and fit.
>> Single-piece suede palm
offers excellent grip
and sensitivity on the
bike’s controls.
>> Clarino reinforcements
on thumb and landing
zone for durability
and comfort.
>> TPR inserts on knuckles
and fingers for additional
abrasion resistance.
>> Hook and loop grip and

BLACK // 10

BLACK WHITE // 12

TPR wrist adjustment
for secure, customized
fit.
>> Silicone grip patterning
on fingers for improved
riding control.
>> Innovative stretch insert
in adductor (palm and
thumb) for improved
hand movement and
lever control.
>> Pre-curved finger
construction
reduces fatigue and
improves comfort.

DARK BLUE ORANGE
FLUO WHITE // 7043

YELLOW FLUO
BLUE // 557

5 3 // M X1 8

RADAR
FLIGHT

>> Ergonomic chassis

GLOVE

356 1818 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OT OC ROS S / O FF-ROAD

and reduced material
design result in a
supremely lightweight,
comfortable glove.
>> Lightweight, singlepiece spandex upper
construction gives
excellent flexibility.
>> Perforated, single
layer suede palm is
breathable and offers
excellent sensitivity
on bike’s controls
>> Reinforced thumb
construction increases
durability and gusset
for improved flexibility.
>> Innovative stretch insert in
palm and thumb area for
improved hand movement

and lever control.

>> Suede reinforcements

on third and fourth
fingers for added
abrasion resistance.
>> Convenient slip-on
design for secure,
customized fit.
>> Silicone grip patterning
on fingers for improved
riding control.
>> Hook and loop grip
and stretch wrist pull
tab with silicone for
fit and easy entry.
>> Pre-curved finger
construction
reduces fatigue and
improves comfort.

YOUTH
RADAR FLIGHT

GLOVE

>> Specially designed

354 1818 / SIZE: 3xS-L
MOT OCR OS S / OFF- R OA D

BLUE AQUA
RED AQUA
RED
YELLOW
YELLOW
BLACK
FLUO // 7005 // 31 FLUO // 3715

DARK BLUE
PINK FLUO
WHITE
// 7032

5 4 // M X1 8

WHITE
BLACK
// 21

YELLOW FLUO ANTHRA- ORANGE FLUO BLACK
RED
CITE GREEN DARK BLUE YELLOW
WHITE
FLUO
ANTHRACITE
FLUO
// 473
// 155
// 539
// 1460

RED
RIO RED
YELLOW
AQUA
FLUO
YELLOW FLUO
BLUE // 356
// 3066

ANTHRACITE
GREEN FLUO //
1460

WHITE
BLACK //
21

and developed for an
optimized youth fit.
>> Ergonomic chassis
and reduced material
design result in a
supremely lightweight,
comfortable glove.
>> Lightweight, single-piece
spandex upper construction
gives excellent flexibility.
>> Perforated, single layer
Suede palm is breathable
and offers excellent
sensitivity on bike’s controls
>> Reinforced thumb
construction increases
durability and gusset for
improved flexibility.
>> Innovative stretch insert in

palm and thumb area for
improved hand movement
and lever control.
>> Suede reinforcements on
third and fourth fingers for
added abrasion resistance.
>> Convenient slip-on design
for secure, customized fit.
>> Silicone grip patterning
on fingers for improved
riding control.
>> Hook and loop grip
and stretch wrist pull
tab with silicone for
fit and easy entry.
>> Pre-curved finger
construction reduces fatigue
and improves comfort.

DARK BLUE YELLOW FLUO ORANGE FLUO
BLACK
BLACK AQUA
PINK FLUO RED ANTHRACITE DARK BLUE YELLOW FLUO YELLOW FLUO
WHITE // 7032
// 539
WHITE // 473
// 155
// 1175

DUNE-2

DUNE-1

GLOVE

GLOVE

>> Convenient slip-on

356 2518 / SIZE: S-2XL
M OTOCROSS / O FF-ROAD

ORANGE FLUO
DARK BLUE // 470

design for easy in and
out and excellent levels
of comfort and fit.
>> Lightweight stretch fabric
main chassis for optimized
fit and breathability.
>> Single layer Suede
palm and offers
excellent sensitivity
on bike’s controls.
>> Suede reinforcements
on palm for durability

BLACK WHITE // 12

and comfort.
>> Silicone patterning on first
two fingers and palm for
grip and riding control.
>> Innovative stretch insert
in adductor (palm and
thumb) for improved
hand movement
and lever control.
>> Pre-curved finger
construction
reduces fatigue.

RED BLACK // 31

>> Convenient slip-on

356 2618 / SIZE: S-2XL
MOT OCR OS S / OFF- R OA D

WHITE BLACK // 21

design for easy in and
out and excellent levels
of comfort and fit.
>> Lightweight stretch fabric
main chassis for optimized
fit and breathability.
>> Single layer Suede
palm and offers
excellent sensitivity
on bike’s controls.
>> Suede reinforcements
on palm for durability

YELLOW FLUO BLACK
// 551

and comfort.

>> Silicone patterning on first
two fingers and palm for
grip and riding control.
>> Innovative stretch insert
in adductor (palm and
thumb) for improved
hand movement
and lever control.
>> Pre-curved finger
construction
reduces fatigue.

BLUE AQUA // 7007

5 5 // M X1 8

BLACK ANTHRACITE// 104

VENTURE

JACKET FOR
BNS
370 3012 / SIZE: S-3XL
en d uro

5 6 // M X1 8

>> Technical off-road and

enduro performance
riding jacket.
>> Durable Nylon and
Polyester fabric
construction provides
excellent abrasion
resistance.
>> Multiple stitched main
seam construction for
superior resistance
against tearing.
>> Pre-bent multi-panel
sleeve construction
affords an excellent fit
in the riding position.
>> Reinforced and 3D elbow
construction with padded
reinforcements for greater
impact protection.
>> Removable collar
designed to accommodate
the Bionic Neck Support
and most neck brace
systems on the market.

BLACK ANTHRACITE// 104

>> Detachable sleeves

allow the jacket to
be worn as a vest.
>> Front zippered air intakes
and rear exhaust vents
for highly effective
climate control.
>> 4 front pockets and 1
large pocket on the back.
>> Convenient three-section
front flap allows the
jacket to be configured
for greater airflow
>> Flip out pass holder.
>> Internal hydration pack
compartment on the
back with integrated
pipe hold system.
>> D-ring waist hook and
loop adjustment and hook
and loop wrist closure
ensure a snug, tailored fit.
>> Neoprene borders on
cuffs for added comfort.

VENTURE

PANTS

372 3012 / SIZE: 28-40
enduro

>> Durable Nylon and

polyester fabric
construction for excellent
abrasion resistance.
>> Alpinestars patented
‘Vector’ design back
panel provides maximum
comfort and flexibility.
>> Pre-bent multi-panel leg
construction for excellent
fit in the riding position.
>> Reinforced and padded
3D knee construction with
medial leather panel for
improved heat resistance.
>> Heavy nylon

reinforcements on the
seat area for enhanced
abrasion resistance.
>> Lightweight, ventilated
mesh liner for superior
riding comfort.
>> Ratchet buckle waist
adjustment provides
a tailored fit
>> Hidden front zipper.
>> Stretch ankle cuffs
prevent excessive
movement of the
pant while riding.

SAM SUNDERLAND

MEGAWATT

GLOVE

356 5018 / SIZE: S-3XL
MOTOCROS S / O FF-ROAD

BLACK //10

5 8 // M X1 8

>> Top hand constructed

from perforated leather
and stretch polyamide
for optimum levels
of comfort, durability
and breathability.
>> Durable and hardwearing synthetic suede
on palm and thumb.
>> Reinforced thumb and
palm for durability
and comfort.
>> Alpinestars’ unique
polymer hard-knuckle
protector for superior
impact and abrasion
resistance.
>> Suede reinforcements
with foam padding

BLACK ANTHRACITE
ORANGE FLUO // 1056

on the palm provide
abrasion resistance in
key impact zones.
>> Thumb and palm
reinforcement for
a superior grip.
>> Pre-curved finger
construction reduces
rider fatigue and offers
improved comfort.
>> Silicon printing on
finger tips to improve
grip against the bar.
>> Hook and loop grip cuff
closure for easy glove
entry and secure closure.
>> Available in international
sizes S-3XL.

NEO

GLOVE
356 5518 / SIZE: S-2XL

>> Suede synthetic leather
palm construction for
grip and comfort with
rubberized finger tips.
>> Anatomical palm
side-seam for precise
fit and sensitivity.
>> Neoprene covers the
back of the hand for

great insulation in cold
and damp conditions.
>> Elastic and hook and loop
grip wrist closure for a
comfortable and secure fit.
>> Sonic protection and
logos to prevent thread
puncture holes.

MOT OCR OS S / OFF- R OA D

YELLOW FLUO
BLACK // 551

BLACK
WHITE // 12

ORANGE FLUO
DARK BLUE
// 470

JOAN BARREDA

JEREMY VAN HOREBEEK

JUSTIN BARCIA

ATTACHMENT PLATE
FOR BNS TECH CARBON
695 0014 10 BLACK
ONE SIZE

CHIN PLATE
FOR BNS TECH CARBON
695 1014 32 RED WHITE
ONE SIZE

SOFT INSERT PAD SET
FOR BNS (6MM AND 10MM)
695 1214 10 BLACK / ONE SIZE

ANTHRACITE RED WHITE // 1430

BNS TECH
CARBON

NECK SUPPORT
650 0014 / SIZE: xs-m / l-xL

en d uro

6 2 // M X1 8

735 g r .
>> The BNS Tech is

constructed from
an advanced, highperformance carbon
polymer compound
to offer:
>> Structural integrity and
frame strength against
heavy impact energies
during a crash.
>> Ultra-lightweight
performance and
comfort while riding.
>> Resilience to low
temperatures, below 0°C.
>> The BNS Tech is
designed to provide a
customizable, secure and
personalized fit with:
>> SAS (Size Adapter System)
for a versatile fitment in
size ranges XS-M and L-XL.

>> Lycra®-laminated foam

padding kits: adaptable
and interchangeable
EVA foam pads allow
compatibility with body
protection systems.
>> Strap System: Light
strap worn over or
under the jersey.
>> The BNS Tech
incorporates a bio-organic
engineering design for
superb ergonomics:
>> Rear stabilizer promotes
PFR (Progressive Force
Relief) and dissipates
energy loads by
transmitting them across
the back and shoulders
and away from spine
(thoracic vertebrae),
and is connected to the
frames via pivot key.

>> Frame construction

promotes improved
contact with helmet
during impact – including
rear support edge that
fits closer to the body,
extra width to account
for different helmet
sizes and raised chest to
reduce hyper-flexion.
>> Innovative quick-release
locking system for rapid
and efficient fitting/
removal offers secure
and convenient closure.
>> Compressed EVA foam
compound padding to
distribute the impact force
over the widest area, yet
remain lightweight.
>> Category 2 CE certified
under the PPE Directive
(89/686/EEC).

BNS X-STRAPS
695 0214 10 BLACK
XS/M - L /XL

BNS A-STRAP
6700214 114 ANTHRACITE
SUBSTANTIAL STRAP SYSTEM
WHICH SECURES THE BNS ONTO
THE RIDER WITH THE AID OF A
CHEST STRAP. / ONE SIZE

SIZE ADAPTER KIT FOR BNS
XS/M - L/XL
695 1314 10 BLACK
SIZE XS/M - L/XL

BNS CLOSURE SYSTEM
695 1414 12 BLACK WHITE
ONE SIZE

ATTACHMENT PLATE
FOR BNS PRO
695 0114 10 BLACK
ONE SIZE

CHIN PLATE
FOR BNS PRO
695 1114 21 WHITE BLACK
ONE SIZE

SOFT INSERT PAD SET
FOR BNS (6MM AND 10MM)
695 1214 10 BLACK / ONE SIZE

BLACK WHITE RED// 123

BNS PRO

NECK SUPPORT
650 0114/ SIZE: xs-m / l-xl

en d uro

8 10 g r .
>> The BNS Tech is

constructed from
an advanced,
high-performance
carbon polymer
compound to offer:
>> Structural integrity and
frame strength against
heavy impact energies
during a crash.
>> Ultra-lightweight
performance and
comfort while riding.
>> Resilience to low
temperatures, below 0°C.
>> The BNS Tech is
designed to provide a
customizable, secure and
personalized fit with:
>> SAS (Size Adapter System)
for a versatile fitment in
size ranges XS-M and L-XL.

>> Lycra®-laminated foam

padding kits: adaptable
and interchangeable
EVA foam pads allow
compatibility with body
protection systems.
>> Strap System: Light
strap worn over or
under the jersey.
>> The BNS Tech
incorporates a bio-organic
engineering design for
superb ergonomics:
>> Rear stabilizer promotes
PFR (Progressive Force
Relief) and dissipates
energy loads by
transmitting them across
the back and shoulders
and away from spine
(thoracic vertebrae),
and is connected to the
frames via pivot key.

>> Frame construction

promotes improved
contact with helmet
during impact – including
rear support edge that
fits closer to the body,
extra width to account
for different helmet
sizes and raised chest to
reduce hyper-flexion.
>> Innovative quick-release
locking system for rapid
and efficient fitting/
removal offers secure
and convenient closure.
>> Compressed EVA foam
compound padding to
distribute the impact force
over the widest area,
yet remain lightweight.
>> Category 2 CE certified
under the PPE Directive
(89/686/EEC).

BNS X-STRAPS
695 0214 10 BLACK
SIZE XS/M L/XL

BNS A-STRAP
6700214 114 ANTHRACITE
SUBSTANTIAL STRAP SYSTEM
WHICH SECURES THE BNS ONTO
THE RIDER WITH THE AID OF A
CHEST STRAP. / ONE SIZE

SIZE ADAPTER KIT FOR BNS
695 1314 10 BLACK
SIZE XS/M L/XL

BNS CLOSURE SYSTEM
695 1414 12 BLACK WHITE
ONE SIZE

6 3 // M X1 8

ANTHRACITE RED WHITE // 1430

FLUID TECH
CARBON

KNEE BRACE
code RIGHT 650 0316
code LEFT 650 0416
SIZE: S/L -XL/2XL
protec tion

6 4 // M X1 8

577 GR.

>> EN 1621-1:2012 K type B / LEVEL 1
>> New strong and advanced high-

performance carbon polymer
compound PA12 LCF reinforced
for higher breaking resistance.
>> New additional thin Ergo Fit spacer
on the medial (bike) side to have
the knee closer to the bike.
>> New graphics
>> New softer and comfortable strap
system to avoid skin irritations.
>> New soft comfortable lateral knee
padding to avoid pressure points.
>> The Fluid Tech is lightweight,
strong and is constructed from
an advanced, high-performance
carbon polymer compound to offer:

>> Optimized structural integrity

and frame strength
>> The Fluid Tech features a
lightweight ‘exoskeleton’,reduced
material construction design.
>> Highly ventilated: Channeled
padding and mesh zones for
optimized ventilation and airflow.
>> Crucial weight-saving: the Fluid
Tech is 40 per cent lighter than
current B2 brace versions.
>> Extreme temperature resilience:
Fluid Tech performs at temperatures
as low as -20°C (-4°F).
>> The Fluid Tech is designed to
provide a highly customizable,
personalized and stable fit:
>> SAS (size adapter system): provides

adjustable and versatile brace fitment
in size ranges S-M-L and XL-2XL.
>> Innovative spacer system: Brace
supplied with leg-size adjustment
spacers (1mm, 2mm and 3mm)
on either side of hinge, plus two
pairs of flexible, anatomically
optimized ‘ergofit’ spacers (6mm
and 9mm) for improved directional
articulation performance.
>> Knee pivot system: New
double-pivoting hinge system
incorporating tool-free, fast, easily
exchangeable extension stops (0,
5, 10, 15, 20 degrees) to prevent
hyper-extension injuries.
>> The Fluid Tech incorporates a
bio-organic engineering design for
superb anatomical performance:

>> Innovative patella/knee cup

protection system: Ergonomically
sculptured and ventilated knee
cup system constructed from
semi-rigid TPU backed by shockabsorbing PU memory foam.
>> Correct position of knee cup is secured
accurately in place with top and
bottom elastic straps, allowing multidirectional freedom of movement.
>> Additional protection in strongly
angled positions afforded by
upper and lower patella cuffs.
>> Innovative, dual X-strap system
promotes secure fitment of brace
in all riding positions and includes
combined buckle and hook and loop
closures for rapid and easy mounting.

BUCKLES
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE SET
SERVES 1 PAIR
695 2314 30 RED / ONE SIZE

EXTENSION STOPS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2014 30 RED / ONE SIZE

JASON ANDERSON
ADJUSTMENT SPACERS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2214 10 BLACK / ONE SIZE

LATERAL SPACER PADS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2414 10 BLACK / ONE SIZE

DUAL STRAP KIT
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACES
SERVES 1 PAIR (L+R)
695 2114 10 BLACK
SIZE S/L XL/2XL

HINGE COVER STICKERS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2514 170 BLACK
METALLIC BRUSH / ONE SIZE

RACING ERGO FIT SPACER
695 2616 10 BLACK / ONE SIZE

BUCKLES
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
SERVES 1 PAIR
695 2314 30 RED / ONE SIZE

EXTENSION STOPS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2014 30 RED / ONE SIZE

ADJUSTMENT SPACERS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2214 10 BLACK / ONE SIZE

LATERAL SPACER PADS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2414 10 BLACK / ONE SIZE
WHITE BLACK RED // 213

FLUID PRO

KNEE BRACE
SET
650 1316 / SIZE: S-L / XL-2XL

PROT EC T ION

6 6 // M X1 8

608 GR.

>> EN 1621-1:2012 K
type B / level 1

>> New material blend

pa12 gf reinforced for
more stabilizing and
supportive effect
>> New graphics
>> New softer and
comfortable strap system
to avoid skin irritations.
>> New soft comfortable
lateral knee padding to
avoid pressure points.
>> The fluid pro is lightweight,
strong and is constructed
from an advanced,
high-performance
carbon polymer
compound to offer:
>> Optimized structural
integrity and frame
strength
>> The fluid pro features a

lightweight ‘exoskeleton’,
reduced material
construction design.
>> Highly ventilated:
channeled padding and
mesh zones for optimized
ventilation and airflow.
>> Crucial weight-saving:
the fluid pro is 25 per
cent lighter than current
b2 brace versions.
>> Extreme temperature
resilience: fluid pro
performs at temperatures
as low as -20°c (-4°f).
>> The fluid pro is designed
to provide a highly
customizable, personalized
and stable fit:
>> Sas (size adapter system):
provides adjustable
and versatile brace
fitment in size ranges
s-m-l and xl-2xl.

>> Innovative spacer

system: brace supplied
with leg-size adjustment
spacers (1mm, 2mm and
3mm) on either side of
hinge, plus two pairs of
flexible, anatomically
optimized ‘ergofit’
>> Spacers (6mm and 9mm)
for improved directional
articulation performance.
>> Knee pivot system: new
double-pivoting hinge
system incorporating
tool-free, fast, easily
>> Exchangeable extension
stops (0, 5, 10, 15, 20
degrees) to prevent
hyper-extension injuries.
>> The fluid pro incorporates
a bio-organic engineering
design for superb
anatomical performance:
>> Innovative patella/knee

cup protection system:
ergonomically sculptured
and ventilated knee cup
system constructed from
semi-rigid tpu backed
by shock-absorbing
pu memory foam.
>> Correct position of knee
cup is secured accurately
in place with top and
bottom elastic straps,
allowing multi-directional
freedom of movement.
>> Additional protection in
strongly angled positions
afforded by upper and
lower patella cuffs.
>> Innovative, dual x-strap
system promotes secure
fitment of brace in all riding
positions and includes
combined buckle and
hook and loop closures for
rapid and easy mounting.

DUAL STRAP KIT
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
SERVES 1 PAIR (L+R)
695 2114 10 BLACK
SIZE S/L XL/2XL

HINGE COVER STICKERS
FOR FLUID KNEE BRACE
695 2514 170 BLACK
METALLIC BRUSH / ONE SIZE

RACING ERGO FIT SPACER
695 2616 10 BLACK / ONE SIZE

RED BLACK GRAY // 311

BLACK RED // 13

KNEE BRACE

SOCKS

470 1015 / SIZE: S-m / L-2XL

P ROT EC T IO N

KNEE
SLEEVE

SOCKS

670 0614 / SIZE: S-m / L-XL

>> Specifically designed

to fit underneath knee
brace or protector.
>> Upper part constructed
from Lycra® and
mesh for breathability
and comfortable
compression fit.
>> Elasticated edging
with silicon print helps
keep sock positioned.
>> Socks Constructed
from poly-fabric
for breathability
and comfortable
compression fit.

MX LONG

SOCKS

470 5015 / SIZE: S-m / L-2XL

P R O T E C T IO N

>> Specifically

designed to
fit underneath
knee brace
or protector.
>> Constructed
from poly-fabric
and perforated
areas for
breathability
and
comfortable
compression fit.
>> Elasticated
edging with
silicon print
helps keep sock
positioned.

>> Specifically

designed to fit
underneath knee
brace or protector.
>> Elasticated edging
with silicon print
helps keep sock
positioned.

COLE SEELY

P ROT EC T IO N

BLACK RED // 13

6 7 // M X1 8

WHITE BLACK
// 21

BLACK ANTHRACITE // 104

SX-1

KNEE GUARD
650 6316 / SIZE: S-M / L-XL / 2XL

PROT EC T ION

6 8 // M X1 8

>> CE certified knee brace

to the latest EN 1621-1:
2012 K type A ( level 1)
>> Extremely lightweight knee
protection with large protective
area for riders looking for most
breathable and lightweight
solutions on all riding styles.
>> Upper and lower frames
are constructed from a high
performance polymeric material
blend for optimized levels of
flexibility and strength as well as
excellent weight saving properties.

>> Polymer protector plates

are strategically perforated
for maximum breathability
and air ventilation.
>> The shell integrated dual pivot
hinge gear system follows
the natural movement of the
knee and keeps guard well
positioned at all movements.
>> Upper extended frame for
increased thigh protection
without compromising mobility.
>> Innovative patella construction
features ‘floating’ protection cup

for continuous coverage and
mobility regardless of leg position.
>> Patella cup constructed from
energy absorbing viscoelastic
PU foam knee cup that is
CE certified to Type A.
>> Patella cup is backed by
soft padding for adaptive fit
and breathable air mesh for
ventilation and comfort.
>> High Abrasion resistant fabric
with an over injected TPU frame
structure on outer central
knee-cup area to improve

the impact performances.

>> Thermoformed foam backing for

excellent comfort against the skin.

>> Frames are asymmetrical and

feature a slim, ergonomic design
for comfort and performance fit.
>> Hook and loop / TPR dual strap
closure systems for easy in and
out and a personalized, safe fit.
>> Straps feature airprene for
optimized comfort and airflow.
>> Available in sizes:
S/M – L/XL – 2XL

BLACK RED // 13

SEQUENCE

ELBOW
PROTECTOR

650 2518 / SIZE: S-M / L-XL / 2XL

P ROT EC T IO N

>> CE certified Level 1

elbow protector
>> All components are
engineered to offer a
highly reduced material
construction for a garment
that is extremely lightweight,
slim and highly ventilated.
>> Technical elastane stretch
mesh main construction is
highly breathable and retains
shape and structure, while
keeping protection plates
close to the body which is
key to ensuring its highly
effective crash performance.
>> Plate design incorporates
innovative integrated grid
structure which, during
an impact, absorbs and
dissipates the energy forces
across its cellular structure.
>> Panel shells are constructed
from an injected polymer
performance blend for
optimized flexibility and
excellent weight saving
properties. Panels
incorporate strategically

BLACK RED // 13

positioned viscoelastic
cup insert to protect
joint extremity and help
promote improved fit.
>> Plates are ergonomically
contoured to follow the
natural curvature of the body
and feature air channeling
to improve airflow and
prevent heat build-up.
>> Elbow protector shell
features additional soft
TPR section for additional
coverage and to help
keep in position.
>> All plates are mounted on
PE padded panels which are
highly perforated to offer
fit and skin-touch comfort.
>> Dual strap hook and
loop grip closure system
offers secure fitment of
protection while allowing
for unrestricted freedom
of movement. Straps
include silicone pull tabs
for convenient closing
while wearing gloves.

SEQUENCE

KNEE
PROTECTOR

650 2618 / SIZE: S-M / L-XL / 2XL

PR OT E CT I ON

>> CE certified Level 1

knee protector
>> All components are
engineered to offer a
highly reduced material
construction for a
garment that is extremely
lightweight, slim and
highly ventilated.
>> Technical elastane stretch
mesh main construction
is highly breathable
and retains shape and
structure, while keeping
plates close to the body
for highly effective
protection performance.
>> Plate design incorporates
innovative integrated
grid structure which,
during an impact,
absorbs and dissipates
the energy forces across
its cellular structure.
>> Panel shells are
constructed from
an injected polymer
performance blend for
optimized flexibility and

excellent weight saving
properties. Panels
incorporate strategically
positioned viscoelastic
cup insert to protect
joint extremity and help
promote improved fit.
>> Plates are ergonomically
contoured to follow the
natural curvature of the
body and feature air
channeling to improve
airflow and prevent
heat build-up.
>> All plates are mounted on
padded panels which are
highly perforated to offer
fit and skin-touch comfort.
>> Dual strap hook and
loop grip closure system
offers secure fitment of
protection while allowing
for unrestricted freedom
of movement. Straps
include silicone pull tabs
for convenient closing
while wearing gloves.

6 9 // M X1 8

BLACK GRAY // 106

VAPOR PRO

KNEE
PROTECTOR
650 2316/ SIZE: S - M / L - XL

PROT EC T ION

7 0 // M X1 8

>> CE certified knee brace

against the latest EN
1621-1: 2012 K type
A or B (leveL1)
>> New color combination
>> CE certified protection
systems utilizing
robust protective
structures and impact
absorption padding.
>> Thermo-formed polymer
material construction
offers improved impact
performance.
>> Highly ergonomic design
improves streamlining

BLACK GRAY // 106

while providing crucial
protection for MX and
off-road riding.
>> Asymmetrical and
lightweight ergonomic
panel construction
offers extended
protection surfaces
to reduce rotation.
>> Dual strap closure system
on Knee Protectors
specially designed to
offer more comfort and
adjustment, with top strap
mounted above the knee
and lower strap positioned
for ergonomic fit.

VAPOR PRO

ELBOW
PROTECTOR
650 2216 / SIZE: S - M / L - XL

PR OT E CT I ON

>> CE certified elbow

protection against the
latest EN 1621-1: 2012
E type A or B (leveL1)
>> New padding construction
and profiles on the upper
part to have a better
flexibility and reduce
any material wrinkles.
>> New V-strap system with
hook and loop closures for
rapid and easy mounting.
>> New color combination.
>> CE certified protection
systems utilizing
robust protective
structures and impact
absorption padding.
>> Thermo-formed polymer
material construction
offers improved impact
performance.
>> Highly ergonomic design
improves streamlining

while providing crucial
protection for MX and
off-road riding.
>> V strap closure system
on Elbow Protectors
specially designed to
offer rapid and easy
mounting and adjustment.
>> Advanced 3D poly
padding for increased
comfort and a closefitting performance.
>> Asymmetrical and
lightweight ergonomic
panel construction
offers extended
protection surfaces
to reduce rotation.
>> Vented panels and 3D
mesh material give
comfort to the rider,
preventing heat build-up
while maintaining tactile
contact with skin.

BLACK RED // 13

SEQUENCE
PRO

SHORTS

650 7718 / SIZE: S-M-L-XL-2XL

P ROT EC T IO N

>> Multi-panel, body-mapped
design fits under pants for
additional coverage and
compression fit support.
>> Constructed from
technical elastane stretch
mesh main shell for
breathability and flex fit.
>> Strategically positioned
thermoformed foam
padding incorporates
vents for his levels
of cooling airflow.
>> Perforated viscoelastic
inserts on upper thigh
and hip for additional
coverage and fit.

BLACK RED // 13

>> New multi-density

chamois padding
is ergonomically
designed for various
riding positions and
unrestricted movement.
Padding features air
channeling on the inner
side for breathability.
>> Elastized waist and
silicone lower hem helps
keep shorts in position.
>> Reinforced stitching
for seam strength
and durability.

BIONIC
FREERIDE

SHORTS

>> Lycra® and mesh

base construction.
>> Ventilated foam
padding on hip, thigh
and tailbone areas.

>> Hard PU inserts

reinforce the thigh
and tailbone areas for
additional impact and
abrasion resistance.

650 707 / SIZE: S-2XL

PR OT E CT I ON

71 // M X1 8

TOBY PRICE

BLACK WHITE RED // 123

BIONIC TECH

JACKET

650 6516 / SIZE: S - 2XL

P ROT EC T IO N

>> EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
>> EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 2
>> prEN 1621-3:2013 / LEVEL 2
>> Upgrading of the back protector

CE level: CE certified against
the EN 1621-2 : 2014 Level 2.
Grid technology embedded
on the back protector .
>> Upgrading of the chest protector
CE level : CE certified against the
prEN 1621-3 : 2013 Level 2 FULL
CHEST Type A .Grid technology
embedded on the chest protector.
>> Shoulder and elbow PU foams
new softer formulation and
channeling design for more
flexibility. CE certified against
the EN 1621-1 : 2012
>> Grid technology makes the
product lighter and improves the
breathability and air ventilation.

>> Soft touch BNS puller

for an easy and safe
engagement with the BNS.
>> New kidney belt system.
>> Highly versatile, modular and
customizable fit for different forms
of off-road riding is afforded
by: removable BP, removable
comfort padding; v-strap kidney
belt; Cross Lacing Sleeve.
>> (CLS) closures; removable
sleeves; full compatibility
with BNS protection.
>> Innovative, CE certified chest
protector backed by technical, eva
shock absorbing material which
molds to rider’s body shape.
>> Premium, CE certified shoulder
and elbow/forearm protectors
systems feature: hermoformed
3d poly padding for comfort and
shock absorption; dual protector

cup for excellent flexibility and
range of movement; protector
cups are asymmetric to offer
extended protection surfaces,
which are contoured to ensure
a close fit to keep the protection
located and reduce rotation.
>> Detachable back protector can
be removed to further enhance
ventilation capabilities or
adapted to accommodate BNS.
>> Protector panels are constructed
from a polymer performance
blend for optimized flexibility
and excellent weight saving
properties. Shells are vented and
channeled to improve airflow
and prevent heat build-up.
>> Innovative cross lacing system
(CLS) for securing sleeves
features elastic cord and
breathable microfibers to
give lightweight and highly

customizable fit. CLS significantly
reduces risk of arm pump.
>> Technical, elastane stretch mesh
main construction is highly
breathable and retains shape.
>> Strategically positioned
Cordura panels for durability
and abrasion resistance.
>> All components engineered
for a reduced material
construction garment that is
extremely lightweight, slim
and highly ventilated.
>> Convenient pull tab loops on
shoulders for secure fitment
of Alpinestars BNS.
>> Removable comfort padding on
shoulders, chest and kidney area.
>> Premium, auto-locking
YKK zips for main frontal
closure and on detachable
sleeves ensures security.

7 3 // M X1 8

BLACK RED WHITE // 132

BIONIC PRO

JACKET

650 6616 / SIZE: S - 2XL

PROT EC T ION

74 // M X1 8

>> EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
>> EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 2
>> Upgrading of the back protector CE

level: CE certified against the EN
1621-2:2014 Level 2 .Grid technology
embedded on the back protector .
>> Shoulder and elbow protectors
with new softer PU formulation
and channeling design for
more flexibility .CE certified
against the EN 1621-1:2012

>> Soft touch BNS puller for an easy

and safe engagement of the BNS.
>> Removable upper chest and back
padded panels accommodate
fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
>> Slim-fitting, highly breathable
elastane stretch mesh main
construction incorporating extensive
>> Cordura paneling for durability
and abrasion resistance.
>> Reduced material construction

on underarms and arms for
ventilation and weight saving.
>> Integrated chest and back protection
panels are: constructed from a
robust polymer blend for optimized
flexibility and excellent weight saving
>> Cordura textile finish - stitch
mounted onto jacket for styling,
stability and durability; reinforced
by thermoformed 3D poly padding
for comfort and shock absorption.

>> Slim-lined CE level protectors

on shoulder and elbows offer
excellent levels of resistance,
shock and abrasion.
>> Premium, auto-locking YKK zips
utilized for main frontal closure,
plus convenient zip garage.
>> Convenient pull tab loops on shoulders
for secure fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
>> Thermoformed padding on kidney
areas for comfort and secure fit.

BLACK RED WHITE // 132

BIONIC PLUS

JACKET

650 6716 / SIZE: S - 2XL

>> EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
>> EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 1
>> New perforated back panels

feature triple-layer EVA compound
padding for good shock absorption
.CE certified against the latest
EN 1621-2:2014 level 1
>> Shoulder and elbow PU foams new
softer formulation and channeling

design to get more flexibility .CE
certified against the EN 1621-1:2012
>> Soft touch BNS puller for an easy
and safe engagement of the BNS.
>> Technical, elastane stretch mesh
main construction is highly
breathable and retains shape.
>> Reduced material construction
on underarms and arms for

ventilation and weight saving.

>> Slim lined, CE-certified elbow/forearm
protectors provide excellent impact
protection and are asymmetric
to offer optimized left/right fit.
>> Bach protector features triple layer
EVA compound padding for good
shock absorption and padding.
>> Removable upper chest and back

padded panels accommodate
fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
>> Thermoformed chest and
kidney protector padding.
>> Premium, auto-locking YKK
zips for main frontal closure
and on detachable sleeves.

P ROT EC T IO N
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BLACK RED // 13

BIONIC ACTION

JACKET

650 6818 / SIZE: S-M-L-XL-2XL

PROT EC T ION

7 6 // M X1 8

>> CE certified Level 1 shoulder

and elbow protector
>> CE certified Level 1 back protector
>> CE certified Level 2 divided
chest protector
>> All components are engineered
to offer a highly reduced material
construction for a garment
that is extremely lightweight,
slim and highly ventilated.
>> Technical elastane stretch mesh
main construction is highly
breathable and retains shape and
structure, while keeping protection

plates close to the body while
riding on undulating surfaces.
>> Versatile and customizable fit
with removable upper back
panel for compatibility with
Bionic Neck Support (BNS).
>> Plate design incorporates innovative
integrated grid structure which,
during an impact, absorbs and
dissipates the energy forces
across its cellular structure.
>> All panel shells (back, chest, elbows
and shoulder) are constructed from
an injected polymer performance
blend for optimized flexibility and

excellent weight saving properties.

>> Plates are ergonomically contoured
to follow the natural curvature
of the body and feature air
channeling to improve airflow
and prevent heat build-up.
>> Back protector features three
articulated plates to allow for
greater flexibility and adaptive
back fit in all riding positions.
Plates ‘interlock’ in the event
of a crash to reduce potential
injury to the spine area.
>> Thermoformed foam collar and
shoulder for comfort and structure.

>> All plates are mounted on PE padded
panels which are highly perforated
to offer fit and skin-touch comfort.
>> Silicone pull tabs on shoulders
for convenient and secure
fitment of Alpinestars BNS.
>> Elastic kidney with TPR belt
system for improved ergonomics
and a customized, secure fit.
>> Premium auto-locking YKK zips
for main front closure, plus zip
garage for improved comfort.

BLACK WHITE // 12

SATURN

KIDNEY BELT

>> Ergonomically designed for
maximum stability across
the torso and lower back.
>> Lightweight and flexible
construction.

>> Reinforced TPR main panel.
>> Waist straps with mesh
insert for ventialation.

>> Dual hook and loop closure

on the waist offers precise fit.

650 4612 / SIZE: OS

PR OT E CT I ON

BLACK PURPLE // 1360

STELLA
BIONIC

JACKET

651 6016 / SIZE: S - L
P ROT EC T IO N

>> EN 14021:2003

(stone shield )
>> EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
>> EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 2
>> Back protector CE certified
according with the EN
1621-2:2014 Level 2 .Grid
technology embedded
on the back protector .
>> Special ergonomic
(for women) shaped
chest protector CE
certified against the EN
14021:2003 (stone shield) .
>> Shoulder and elbow
PU foams new softer
formulation and
channeling design for
more flexibility .

>> CE certified according
to the EN 1621-1:2012

>> Grid technology makes

the product lighter and
improves the breathability
and air ventilation.
>> Soft touch BNS puller
for an easy and safe
engagement with the BNS.
>> New kidney belt system.
>> Removable back
padded panels
accommodate fitment
of Alpinestars BNS.
>> Premium, auto-locking
YKK zips for main
frontal closure and on
detachable sleeves to
ensure secure fitting.

BLACK RED // 13

MX AIR

KIDNEY BELT

>> Lycra® and mesh base

construction.
>> Ventilated foam padding on
hip, thigh and tailbone areas.

>> Hard PU inserts reinforce

the thigh and tailbone areas
for additional impact and
abrasion resistance.

650 460 / SIZE: OS

PR OT E CT I ON
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ANTHRACITE BLACK RED // 1431

WHITE BLACK RED // 213

A-10

FULL CHEST
PROTECTOR
670 0517
SIZE: XS-S / M-L / XL-2XL
PROT EC T ION

7 8 // M X1 8

>> Protector plates feature

embedded grid technology
under the shells which absorbs
and dissipates impacts forces.
Grid technology cell system
enables greater flexibility and
air ventilation while allowing for
significantly reduced weight.
Protector plates are CE certified:
>> Back protector is CE certified
according with the EN
1621-2:2014 level 2.
>> Chest protector is CE certified
according with the prEN 16213:2016 Level 2 full chest Type A.

>> Shoulder protectors are CE

certified according with the EN
1621-1:2012 level 1 Type A.
>> Hard shells are constructed
from a high performance
polymeric material blend for
optimized flexibility and excellent
weight saving properties.
>> Shells feature perforation zones
and air channelling for excellent
breathability and ventilation.
>> Modular design to allow for
addition of BNS neck support:
>> Removable upper back padded

panel for BNS compatibility.

>> Removable upper front panel

for BNS compatibility.
>> Soft touch BNS puller
for convenient and safe
engagement of the BNS.
>> Modular design means
protector can be worn in various
configurations allowing rider to
use in different riding situations.
>> Removable EVA padding on
biceps with a locking system
on the shoulder pad keeps
protection in position.

>> Soft bio foam padded chassis

for maximum comfort and
personalised, close-to-the-body fit.
>> Side adjustable kidney belt
allows for various fit sizes and
ensures protection remains
close the body at all times.
>> Features Alpinestars quick
release attachment system
for convenient in and out.
>> Comes in international sizes
XS/S –M/L – XL/XXL

BLACK ANTHRACITE // 104

WHITE BLACK RED // 213

WHITE BLACK RED // 213

A-10

CHEST
PROTECTOR
670 0717
SIZE: XS - S / M - L / XL - 2XL
P ROT EC T IO N

>> Protector plates feature

embedded grid technology
under the shells which
absorbs and dissipates
impacts forces. Grid
technology cell system
enables greater flexibility
and air ventilation while
allowing for significantly
reduced weight. Protector
plates are CE certified:
>> Back protector is CE
certified according with the
EN 1621-2:2014 level 2.
>> Chest protector is CE
certified according with
the prEN 1621-3:2016
Level 2 full chest Type A.
>> Hard shells are constructed
from a high performance
polymeric material blend
for optimized flexibility
and excellent weight
saving properties.
>> Shells feature perforation
zones and air channelling
for excellent breathability
and ventilation.
>> Modular design to allow for

addition of BNS neck support:
>> Removable upper
back padded panel for
BNS compatibility.
>> Removable upper front
panel for BNS compatibility.
>> Soft touch BNS puller
for convenient and safe
engagement of the BNS.
>> Modular design means
protector can be worn in
various configurations
allowing rider to use in
different riding situations.
>> Soft bio foam padded
chassis for maximum
comfort and personalised,
close-to-the-body fit.
>> Side adjustable kidney
belt allows for various
fit sizes and ensures
protection remains close
the body at all times.
>> Features Alpinestars quick
release attachment system
for convenient in and out.
>> Comes in international sizes
XS/S –M/L – XL/XXL

A-4

CHEST
PROTECTOR
670 1517
SIZE: xs/s - m/l - xl/2xl
PR OT E CT I ON

>> Front and back hard

shell guards constructed
from a performance
poly-material blend for
optimized flexibility and
excellent weight saving.
Shells are Ce certified:
>> Front shell CE certified
against EN 14021:2003
(stone shield)
>> Back protector CE certified
according with the EN
1621-2:2014 level 1.
>> Shells are perforated for
maximum breathability
and cooling ventilation,
perfect for those hot
dusty track rides.
>> Adjustable kidney elastic
strap incorporates
thermoformed perforated
rib protection panels for
high levels of protection
without compromising
movement.
>> Kidney closure system
has newly designed, quick

and easy-to-use buckles.
New guard closure means
one size fits a broad range
of rider body types.
>> Soft bio-foam padded
chassis for optimized
levels of comfort and
close-to-the-body fit.
>> Modular design means
A-4 is optimized for use
with BNS neck braces:
>> Removable upper back
padded panel for BNS neck
support compatibility.
>> Soft touch BNS puller
for easy and safe
engagement of the BNS.
>> Removable and adjustable
shoulder pads for
size regulation with
integrated BNS puller.
>> Additional thermoformed
EVA tale extension for
extended coverage to
the coccyx area.
>> Comes in international
sizes XS/S –M/L – XL/XXL
7 9 // M X1 8

ELI TOMAC

BLACK ANTHRACITE // 104

BLACK WHITE RED // 123

A-8 LIGHT

CHEST
PROTECTOR
670 0014
SIZE: XS - S / M - 2XL
P ROT EC T IO N

>> EN 14021:2003

(stone shield )
>> EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 1
>> Protector panels are
constructed from a robust
polymer performance
blend for optimized
flexibility and excellent
weight saving properties
>> Shells are vented and
channeled to improve
airflow and prevent
heat build-up
>> Chest and back panels
feature triple-layer EVA
compound padding
for shock absorption

WHITE BLACK RED // 213

and padding
>> Removable upper chest
and back padded panels
accommodate fitment
of Alpinestars BNS.
>> Comfort padding on
shoulders straps.
>> Elastic kidney belt
and buckle system
for personalized
and secure fit.
>> Silicone printed logos.
>> Convenient pull tab
loops on shoulders
for secure fitment of
Alpinestars BNS.

A-1

ROOST
GUARD
670 0116
SIZE: M/L - XL/2XL
PR OT E CT I ON

ASTAR WASHER
// 695 3516 10

>> Extremely lightweight

body protection for those
riders looking for most
breathable and lightweight
protection solution on
MX and SX track rides.
>> Front and back hard
shell guards constructed
from a performance
poly-material blend for
optimized flexibility and
excellent weight saving.
Front and back shell
guards are CE certified
to EN 14021:2003.
>> Shells are perforated for
maximum breathability
and cooling ventilation,
perfect for those hot
dusty track rides.
>> Soft and lightweight biofoam padded throughout
chassis for maximum
comfort and fit.
>> Removable upper

back padded panel
enables perfect fitting
of BNS neck support.
>> Soft touch BNS puller
for easy and safe
engagement of the BNS.
>> Removable and adjustable
shoulder pads for
size regulation with
integrated BNS puller.
>> Adjustable kidney elastic
strap closure system with
newly designed, quick and
easy-to-use buckle. New
guard closure means one
size fits a broad range
of rider body types.
>> Innovative integrated
Y-strap system for
modular use of back
protector with fast and
convenient mounting.
>> Available in sizes:
M/L – XL/2XL.

8 1 // M X1 8

BLACK RED // 13

YOUTH BIONIC
ACTION

JACKET
654 6818
SIZE: S/M – L/XL

you t h PR OT E CT I ON

8 2 // M X1 8

>> CE certified Level 1 shoulder

and elbow protector
>> CE certified Level 1 back protector
>> CE certified Level 2 divided
chest protector
>> New lightweight protection
jacket with high adjustability
and maximum breathability.
>> All components are engineered to offer
a highly reduced material construction
for a garment that is extremely
lightweight, slim and highly ventilated.
>> Technical elastane stretch mesh main
construction is highly breathable and
retains shape and structure, while
keeping plates close to the body.
>> Versatile and customizable fit
with removable upper back and
front panel for compatibility with
Youth Neck Support (YNS).
>> Soft touch YNS puller for convenient
and secure engagement of the YNS.
>> Plate design incorporates innovative
integrated grid structure which,
during an impact, absorbs and
dissipates the energy forces
across its cellular structure.
>> All panel shells (back, chest, elbows

and shoulder) are constructed from
an injected polymer performance
blend for optimized flexibility and
excellent weight saving properties.
>> Plates are ergonomically contoured to
follow the natural curvature of the body
and feature air channeling to improve
airflow and prevent heat build-up.
>> Back protector feature three articulated
plates to allow for greater flexibility and
adaptive back fit in all riding positions.
Plates ‘interlock’ in the event of a crash
to help reduce risk of injury to the spine
area. Back protector is developed in
two waist-to-shoulder dimensions in
order to cover all the KIDS/YOUTH body
sizes from 6–10 and from 10-14 years.
>> Thermoformed foam collar and
shoulder for comfort and structure.
>> All plates are mounted on PE padded
panels which are highly perforated
to offer fit and skin-touch comfort.
>> Elastic kidney with TPR belt
system for improved ergonomics
and a customized, secure fit.
>> Premium auto-locking YKK zips
for main front closure, plus zip
garage for improved comfort.

BLACK RED // 13

A-5 S YOUTH

BODY
ARMOUR
674 0518
SIZE: S-M / L-XL
you th P RO TE CTI O N

easy i ntegr atION
w ith the YOUTH
N EC K SUPPOR T

>> Back protector is CE

certified Level 1.
>> Chest protector is CE
certified Level 2
>> Shoulder protectors are
CE certified Level 1
>> Protector shells are
ergonomically optimized
for youth and smaller
framed riders. Highly
protective, lightweight and
easy-to-use kids/youth
body armor designed to
incorporate Alpinestars
new Youth Neck Support.
>> Plate design incorporates
innovative integrated grid
structure which, during
an impact, absorbs and
dissipates the energy forces
across its cellular structure.
Shells are highly perforated
for maximum breathability
and air ventilation.
>> All panel shells (back,
front, elbows and shoulder)
are constructed from
an injected polymer
performance blend

BLACK WHITE RED // 123

for optimized flexibility
and excellent weight
saving properties.
>> Plates are ergonomically
contoured to follow the
natural curvature of the
body and feature air
channeling to improve
airflow and prevent
heat build-up.
>> Wide lateral protective
structure for secure
fitting of jacket.
>> Soft bio foam padded
chassis for maximum
comfort and personalized,
close-to-the-body fit.
>> Side adjustable kidney
belt allows for various
fit sizes and ensures
protection remains close
the body at all times.
>> Back removable section to
accommodate Alpinestars’
new Youth Neck Support.
>> Adjustable shoulder straps
for close, customizable fit.

A-8 LIGHT YOUTH

CHEST
PROTECTOR
674 0014
SIZE: os
you t h PR OT E CT I ON

>> EN 14021:2003

(stone shield )
>> EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 1
>> Protector panels are
constructed from a robust
polymer performance
blend for optimized
flexibility and excellent
weight saving properties
>> Shells are vented and
channeled to improve
airflow and prevent
heat build-up
>> Chest and back panels
feature triple-layer EVA
compound padding
for shock absorption

and padding

>> Removable upper chest

and back padded panels
accommodate fitment
of Alpinestars BNS.
>> Comfort padding on
shoulders straps.
>> Elastic kidney belt
and buckle system
for personalized
and secure fit.
>> Silicone printed logos.
>> Convenient pull tab
loops on shoulders
for secure fitment of
Alpinestars BNS.

8 3 // M X1 8

BLACK YELLOW FLUO // 155

YOUTH

NECK
SUPPORT
654 0118 / SIZE: os
you th P ROTECTI O N

easy i ntegr atION
w it h the A-5S Youth
B o dy Ar mour
8 4 // M X1 8

>> Designed and developed

for a fit that is specific to
a youth rider’s anatomy.
>> Frame constructed
from injected polymer
compound that has been
extensively impact tested
at performance on a range
of off-road surface and
varying temperatures.
>> Frame has been
ergonomically engineered
to promote contact with
the helmet during impact –
including rear support edge
that fits closer to the body
and raised chest to avoid
hyper-flexion injuries - thus
providing a solid surface
which instantly channels
damaging, compressive
impact energy away from the
neck and on to the support.
>> Frame’s anatomical profile
promotes positive helmet
contact in event of a
crash while allowing rider
freedom of movement.
>> Rear stabilizer system helps

BLACK RED // 13

keeps support in position
and is also designed to
channel extreme energy
loads away from the spine
by transmitting it across
the shoulder and helping to
avoid serious spinal injury.
>> Ultra-lightweight EVA
foam on the support’s
underside for comfort and
positioning and to distribute
the impact force over the
widest possible area.
>> A new closure system for
convenient engagement
of support and to
facilitate quick removal
in case of emergency.
>> The support is supplied with
the easy-to-use strap system
which allows use over or
under the jersey to secure
the device on the rider.
>> The Youth Neck Support can
be easily integrated with the
A-5S Youth Body Armour
to ramp up a young rider’s
overall protective coverage.

SEQUENCE
YOUTH

NECK ROLL

674 1018 / SIZE: S/M – L/XL
you t h PR OT E CT I ON

>> New hybrid children’s neck
protection with extended
tail for position stability.
>> Ergonomic designed
and engineered shape
to fit kids from 6-10 yrs.
and from 10-14 yrs.
>> Double density core is
made from a soft PU
foam base embedding
a hard layer EVA for
energy dissipation.
>> Bottom and internal
soft section (neck side)
provides comfort for the

shoulders and neck, a
hard section on the upper
part to give stability and
provides force distribution
when the helmet impacts.
>> Easy to use soft strap
closure on the front part.
>> Highly compatible with
all other Alpinestars
protectors and jackets.
>> External cover can be
removed for washing
by hook and loop grip
opening on the rear.

BLACK GRAY // 106

YOUTH
VAPOR PRO

KNEE
PROTECTOR
654 2316 / SIZE: os
you th P RO TE CTI O N

>> CE certified knee brace

against the latest EN
1621-1: 2012 K type
A or B (leveL1)
>> New color combination
>> CE certified protection
systems utilizing
robust protective
structures and impact
absorption padding.
>> Thermo-formed polymer
material construction
offers improved impact
performance.
>> Highly ergonomic design
improves streamlining

BLACK GRAY // 106

while providing crucial
protection for MX and
off-road riding.
>> Asymmetrical and
lightweight ergonomic
panel construction
offers extended
protection surfaces
to reduce rotation.
>> Dual strap closure system
on Knee Protectors
specially designed to
offer more comfort and
adjustment, with top strap
mounted above the knee
and lower strap positioned
for ergonomic fit.

YOUTH
VAPOR PRO

ELBOW
PROTECTOR
654 2216 / SIZE: os
you t h PR OT E CT I ON

>> CE certified elbow

protection against the
latest EN 1621-1: 2012
E type A or B (leveL1)
>> New padding construction
and profiles on the upper
part to have a better
flexibility and reduce
any material wrinkles.
>> New V-strap system with
hook and loop closures for
rapid and easy mounting.
>> New color combination.
>> CE certified protection
systems utilizing
robust protective
structures and impact
absorption padding.
>> Thermo-formed polymer
material construction
offers improved impact
performance.
>> Highly ergonomic design
improves streamlining

while providing crucial
protection for MX and
off-road riding.
>> V strap closure system
on Elbow Protectors
specially designed to
offer rapid and easy
mounting and adjustment.
>> Advanced 3D poly
padding for increased
comfort and a closefitting performance.
>> Asymmetrical and
lightweight ergonomic
panel construction
offers extended
protection surfaces
to reduce rotation.
>> Vented panels and 3D
mesh material give
comfort to the rider,
preventing heat build-up
while maintaining tactile
contact with skin.
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TOP 475 2117 BLACK GRAY // 106

TOP 475 2517 BLACK RED // 13

BOTTOM 475 2217 BLACK GRAY // 106

RIDE TECH
WINTER

TECH LAYER
TOP
TECH LAYER
BOTTOM
top: 475 2117 / BOTTOM: 475 2217
SIZE: XS - S / M - L / XL - 2XL
tech l ay er

8 6 // M X1 8

TOP

PANTS

>> Design for cold

>> Design for cold

>> Open mesh structure

>> Open mesh structure on

weather riding.

on back for comfort
and breathability.
>> Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
>> Stretch ribs on chest.
>> Jacquard logos on
shoulders and chest.

weather riding.

back thigh for comfort
and breathability.
>> Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
>> Stretch ribs on front
and back knee.
>> Jacquard logos on knee.

BOTTOM 475 2617 BLACK RED // 13

RIDE TECH
SUMMER

TECH LAYER
TOP
TECH LAYER
BOTTOM
TOP: 475 2517 / BOTTOM: 475 2617
SIZE: XS - S / M - L / XL - 2XL
t e ch lay e r

TOP:
>> Design for warm
weather riding.
>> Open mesh structure
on back for comfort
and breathability.
>> Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
>> Stretch ribs on chest.
>> Jacquard logos on
shoulders and chest.

PANTS:

>> Design for warm
weather riding.

>> Open mesh structure on

back thigh for comfort
and breathability.
>> Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.
>> Stretch ribs on front
and back knee.
>> Jacquard logos on knee.

BLACK RED // 13

RIDE TECH
SUMMER

TECH LAYER
SS

BLACK // 10

>> Design for warm
weather riding.

>> Compression fit design to
reduce muscle fatigue.

>> Open mesh structure
on back for comfort
and breathability.

>> Stretch ribs on chest.

SKULL CAP

BEANIE

>> Jacquard logos on
shoulders and chest.

475 2717 / SIZE: XS - S / M - L / XL - 2XL

475 827 / SIZE: os

tech l ay er

t e ch lay e r

>> Breathable and quick
dry materials.
>> Mesh panels for
ventilation.
>> Ergonomic fit from

top of head to ear.

>> Flatlock seams for better
feel and comfort.

>> Reflective logo printing.

8 7 // M X1 8

GRAY BLACK GREEN // 916

TECH
COOLMAX®

SOCKS

470 2114 / SIZE: S / m - l / 2xl
tech l ay er

8 8 // M X1 8

RED BLACK GRAY // 311

>> Constructed from

technical Coolmax®
material to keep
feet cool and dry.
>> Elasticated cuff prevents
slippage and reduces
material bunching.
>> Arch support band for
improved performance

GRAY BLACK WHITE // 107

fit and comfort.
>> Density cushioning on
heel, toe, insole, Achilles
area and shin for
comfort and durability.
>> Knee length sizing for
maximum coverage.
>> Anti-bacterial,
non-odorous.

BLACK GRAY RED // 131

PRO
COOLMAX®

SOCKS

470 2014 / SIZE: S / m - l / 2xl
t e ch lay e r

BLACK GRAY ORANGE // 174

>> Constructed from

technical Coolmax®
material to keep
feet cool and dry.
>> Nostatex® sole for
excellent moisture-wicking
and breathability.
>> Elasticated cuff prevents
slippage and reduces
material bunching.
>> Arch and calf support

BLACK GRAY ORANGE // 174

bands for improved
performance fit
and comfort.
>> Density cushioning
on heel, toe, insole
and Achilles area for
comfort and durability.
>> Knee length sizing for
maximum coverage.
>> Anti-bacterial,
non-odorous.

BLACK WHITE // 12

TECH AERO

BACK PACK
610 7115 / SIZE: os
bags

>> 18 to 24 Litre capacity
>> 21.25 ” x 12.5” x 7” /

54 x 32 x 18 cm
>> 100% polyester
construction.
>> Sport silhouette
engineered for a low
profile aerodynamic
performance while riding.
>> Fully expandable from
18L to 24L (approx). -Built-in helmet carrier.
>> YKK® semi-auto locking
zip to ensure secure
closure while riding.
>> Zipper puller.
>> Internal Lap Top sleeve
which fits most 15”
Lap Top Computers.
>> Internal organizer pockets.
>> Internal sleeve for

BLACK // 10

Nucleon KR-2i Back
Insert application.
>> Rain cover stored into
lower zippered pocket.
>> Conduit for hydration hose.
>> Anatomical, adjustable,
padded shoulder straps
with chest connection
strap for additional
security and comfort.
>> Innovative shoulder
strap adjustment..
>> Innovative adjustable
waist strap for security
which also features builtin zippered kidney pockets.
>> Anatomical back padding
built with 3D vented mesh.
>> TPR and embroidered
logo details.
>> Reflective printed details.

TRANSITION

XL GEAR BAG
610 1012 / SIZE: os

>> Sized to carry all

>> Bottom compartment for

>>
>>

>> Top compartment for helmet.
>> Padded sidewalls padded

>>
>>

bags

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

protective gear.
Durable ballistic nylon.
Tough 600d polyester
contrast.
Hard internal base with
external slide rails.
Base is covered with wipeable finish for easy cleaning.
High durability hard
bumpers at base corners.
Smooth roll wheels.
Telescoping double
post handle.
Multiple heavy duty
haul handles.
Top carrying strap.
Perforated tarpaulin
panels for venting.
Extra venting grommets for
additional air flow into pockets.
Main compartment
sized for large items.

boots or other heavy items

compartment walls.

>> Compartment walls are
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

removable – create one
extra large compt.
Large external pocket
with mesh organizer.
Three external pockets
for gloves, goggles
and misc items.
Removable change mat made
from waterproof tarpaulin.
Lockable zippers accepts
tsa approved locks.
Id window.
Contoured rubber zipper pulls.
Reflective branding.
Fully lined with alpinestars
hi-visibilty yellow logo lining.
88 liter capacity / 38 x 18
x 18” / 96 x 46 x 43 cm.
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CLEMENT DESALLE

MAX NAGL

ORANGE FLUO BLUE WHITE
YELLOW FLUO // 475

TECH 10

BOOT

201 0014
SIZE: uS 7-14 / EUR 40.5 - 49.5
motocros s / o ff-road

9 2 // M X1 8

WHITE VENTED // 20

>> Lightweight upper combines

BLACK // 10

full-grain leather with lightweight
microfiber and impact and
abrasion resistant TPU shell.
>> Innovative, evolutionary TPU shinplate construction for greater range
of fitment features a reinforced hook
and loop closure for comfortable,
highly customized closure.
>> Shin zone incorporates TPU blade
system engineered to prevent
frontal hyperextension and
provides greater flex control.
>> Evolutionary design for lateral flex
zone provides front and rear flexion
support and helps prevents torsion.
>> Medial-facing panel constructed from

BLACK WHITE // 12

TPU with rubber insert for maximum
grip contact with bike and improved
heat and abrasion resistance.
>> Contoured TPU calf protector
plate offers impact resistance.
>> Innovative TPU rear blade system
protects heel and features a
rear hyperextension guard.
>> Extensive TPU protection on toes,
foot, heel, ankle, calf and shin
with extra hard compounds on the
toe-box, heel and achilles tendon.
>> New closure system includes
polymer buckles plus alumiunium
frame with innovative selfaligning, quick release closures
for customized secure fitment.

BLACK YELLOW FLUO
BLUE RED // 1537

WHITE RED
YELLOW FLUO VENTED // 236

>> TPU lower shell is reinforced

with metal shank and includes
toe reinforcement for impact
and abrasion resistance.
>> All the buckles are replaceable.
>> Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal
out excessive water and dirt entry.
>> Poly fabric lining with 3D open cell
foam incorporates anti-sliding
suede reinforcement on heel area.
>> Ankle brace system innovative
biomechanical inner brace
features torsion bars to control
ankle and leg rotation, while
allowing freedom of movement.
>> Shock absorbing padding on the

ANTHRACITE AQUA
YELLOW FLUO RED // 1753

heel and ankles plus an ultra thin
and flexible forefoot area for
increased sensitivity and control.
>> Replaceaple footpeg insert on
sole is constructed from hard
compound vulcanized rubber
for durability and protection.
>> Exclusive dual compound sole
is seamlessly integrated to the
multi-density foot base structure
with built-in support; the sole
superior durability and grip.
>> Removable anatomic footbed.
>> Tech 10 boot is CE certified
to EN 13634:2010.

ANKLE BRACE SYSTEM
Innovative biomechanical inner
brace features torsion bars to
control ankle and leg rotation, while
allowing freedom of movement.
Shock absorbing padding on the heel and
ankles plus an ultra thin and flexible forefoot
area for increased sensitivity and control.
Inner ankle brace features four pivot points to
effectively control rotational and side forces
while allowing freedom of precise movement.
Front and rear blade system
protects from hyperextension while
providing advanced flex control.

MARVIN MUSQUIN

COLE SEELY

SHANE McELRATH

BLACK RED
YELLOW FLUO WHITE // 1362

TECH 8 RS

>> Upper constructed from a combination

BOOT

>>

201 1015
SIZE: uS 5-15 / EUR 38-51
motocros s / o ff-road

>>

>>
>>
9 6 // M X1 8

of full grain leather and innovative
and light microfiber that is flexible
and abrasion resistant.
Alpinestars inner ankle sleeve is constructed
from leather with 3D mesh panels and
incorporates adjustable shock absorbing
gel inserts on the ankles and a removable
anatomic footbed for enhanced comfort, fit
and protection on the ankle and lower leg.
Alpinestars exclusive high grip, dual
density rubber outsole includes footpeg
area which is reinforced with hard polymer
compound for durability and comfort.
The outsole is fully replaceable.
Reinforced lateral flex zone above outward
facing ankle helps prevent torsion.
Contoured shin plate injected with
high modulus polymer for superior

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

tech 8 RS inner bootie
BLACK // 10

impact and abrasion resistance
is perforated for ventilation.
Contoured calf protector plate is injected with
high modulus polymer for impact resistance.
Extended, internal protection plates
constructed from injected polymer to guard the
ankle and lower foot as well as the toe box area.
Advanced closure system features strong
techno-polymer buckles for easy adjustability
with a precise, secure and streamlined fit.
Top and bottom reverse closure
design provides superior impact
security and improved fit.
Low profile toe for improved control
and sensitiveness in the shift area.
Full length, sculpted rubber panel on the
inner side of the boot gives superb grip
against the bike and is insulated with

5-15 25SHOET84 // 11 GRAY

WHITE VENTED // 20

aluminum foil for improved heat resistance.

>> Instep and Achilles flex zones for superior
comfort, control and support.

>> All buckles are replaceable.
>> Full inner bootie is constructed with 3D

>> Replaceable kick starter protection
insert located on the right boot.

>> Stamped steel sole and heel guard.
>> Soft, polymer gaiter provides effective

seal around the top of the boot, preventing
excessive water and dirt entry.
>> Breathable 3D tech mesh lining reduces
heat buildup and improves comfort.
>> Contoured tempered steel shank is over
injected inside the mid sole assembly
for rider safety and support.
>> New buckle closure system includes polymer
buckles plus aluminum frame with innovative
self-aligning quick release closures.

>>

>>

>>
>>

breathable mesh plus synthetic material
chassis for support, plus breathable
textile lining on the ankle areas.
Ankle features perforated soft comfort
padding and incorporates adjustable
shock absorbing gel inserts on the
ankles. Gel inserts are replaceable.
Dual compound, removable anatomic
footbed features polymer forefoot
plus EVA arch support and top textile
lining for support and comfort.
Replaceaple footpeg insert on sole is
constructed from hard compound vulcanized
rubber for durability and protection.
Tech 8 RS boot is CE certified
to EN 13634:2010.

JOSH GRANT

BLACK RED
YELLOW // 136

BLACK
WHITE // 12

TECH 7

BOOT

201 2014
SIZE: uS 5-16 / EUR 38-52
motocros s / o ff-road

9 8 // M X1 8

BLACK // 10

WHITE // 20

>> Lightweight upper combines

YELLOW FLUO
RED FLUO
GRAY BLACK // 5301

suede leather with lightweight
microfiber for impact and
abrasion resistant TPU shell.
>> Innovative, evolutionary TPU shinplate construction for greater range
of fitment features a reinforced hook
and loop closure for comfortable,
highly customized closure.
>> Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal
out excessive water and dirt entry.
>> Evolutionary design for lateral flex
zone provides front and rear flexion
support and helps prevents torsion.
>> Medial-facing panel constructed from

BLACK TURQUOISE
WHITE RED // 1071

RED FLUO
BLACK WHITE
CYAN GRAY BLACK
GREEN FLUO
// 3711
YELLOW FLUO // 1026

TPU with rubber insert for maximum
grip contact with bike and improved
heat and abrasion resistance.
>> Contoured TPU calf protector
plate offers impact resistance.
>> Extensive TPU protection on toes,
foot, heel, ankle, calf and shin
with extra hard compounds on the
toe-box, heel and achilles tendon.
>> New closure system includes
polymer buckles plus aluminium
frame with innovative selfaligning, quick release closures
for customized secure fitment.
>> All the buckles are replaceable.

BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO
// 125

>> TPU lower shell is reinforced

with metal shank and includes
toe reinforcement for impact
and abrasion resistance.
>> Poly fabric lining with 3d open cell
foam incorporates anti-sliding
suede reinforcement on heel area.
>> Exclusive dual compound sole
is seamlessly integrated to the
multi-density foot base structure
with built-in support; the sole
superior durability and grip.
>> Main flexion of the boot is
supported around medial and
lateral ankle by low profile pivot

BLACK ORANGE
WHITE BLU
// 1427

WHITE
YELLOW FLUO
BLUE // 257

YELLOW FLUO
WHITE BLUE CYAN
// 5277

system which all dissipates the
friction when bending the boot.
>> Shock absorbing padding on the
heel and ankles plus an ultra thin
and flexible forefoot area for
increased sensitivity and control.
>> Removable anatomic
footbed in lycra on top.
>> Replaceable footpeg insert on
sole is constructed from hard
compound vulcanized rubber
for durability and protection.
>> Tech 7 boot is CE certified
to EN 13634:2010.

JORGE PRADO

KAILUB RUSSELL

AARON PLESSINGER

BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO // 125

TECH 5

BOOT

201 5015
SIZE: uS 5-16 / EUR 38-52
motocros s / o ff-road

1 0 2 // M X1 8

BLUE BLACK
YELLOW FLUO RED // 7153

>> Upper constructed from innovative

and light microfiber material
with action leather on toe box.
>> Redesigned instep and Achilles
accordion flex zones.
>> Contoured TPU calf protector
plate, TPU higher medial protector
and TPU outer lateral ankle.
>> Injected TPU shin plate connected
with the TPU medial protector panel;
hook and loop upper closure, plus

BLACK // 10

TPR flap for broad ranging calf fit
adjustment and support. The TPU
higher medial protector designed with
technical texture for improved grip.
>> Bio-mechanical pivot.
>> Ergonomic TPU triple buckle straps.
>> Innovative one-piece TPU injected
dual compound foot shell, reinforced
by a metal shank inside and
co-injected toe reinforcement.

WHITE BLACK // 21

>> TPU heel patch connected with shell
and lateral/medial TPU sections.
>> Extended PU synthetic gaiter
helps seal out excessive
water and dirt entry.
>> Soft poly foam surrounds
the ankles and collar.
>> Entire textile lining.
>> New closure system includes 4
polymer buckles with an innovative

BLACK WHITE RED
YELLOW FLUO // 1235

closure system. This closure includes
a ratchet with memory and a quick
release/locking system with selfaligning design for precise closure;
the all buckles are replaceable.
Replaceable anatomic EVA
footbed with textile lining on top.
>> Exclusive high grip
rubbercompound outsole.
>> Tech 5 boot is CE certified
to EN 13634:2010.

RED WHITE // 32

TECH 3

BOOT

201 3018
SIZE: uS 5-16 / EUR 38-52
m otocross / o ff-road

>> Upper construction is made

from lightweight microfiber
material for flexibility, durability
and abrasion resistance.
>> Light microfiber front and rear
bellow inserts offer improved
comfort and flexibility in key area.
>> Toe box is constructed from synthetic
material for abrasion performance.
>> Extended PU synthetic gaiter
helps seal out excessive
water and dirt entry.
>> Contoured TPU calf protector
plate, TPU higher medial protector,
TPU outer lateral ankle and
TPU heel counter offer support
and resistance to impacts.

BLACK // 10

>> Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on

BLACK WHITE // 12

top of the TPU calf protector gives
protection and comfort on rear flex.
>> Injected TPU shin plate connected
with the TPU medial protector panel;
hook and loop grip upper closure,
plus TPR flap for broad ranging
calf fit adjustment and support.
>> The TPU higher medial protector
is designed with technical
texture for improved grip.
>> Bio-mechanical medial blade system
allows front rear flex giving support
and protection to the ankle.
>> The ergonomic TPU triple buckle
straps allow smooth frontal flex
from the medial protector to the

BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO RED // 1053

lateral side without compromising
range of movement.
>> New closure system includes
3 polymer buckles with an
innovative closure system.
>> This closure includes a microadjustable ratchet with memory and
a quick release/ locking system with
self-aligning design for easy, precise
closure. All buckles are replaceable.
>> Innovative one-piece TPU injected
dual compound foot shell, reinforced
by a metal shank inside a coinjected toe reinforcement.
>> Soft foam surrounds the ankles
and collar offering comfort and
shock absorbing performance.

>> Entire textile interior lining for

improved levels of comfort and
moisture-management.
>> Replaceable EVA footbed with
textile lining on top provides
arch support and comfort.
>> Alpinestars’ exclusive high grip
rubber compound outsole provides
grip and traction on various
surfaces and is profiled to provide
control and feel on the bike’s
footpegs. The sole is replaceable.
>> TECH 3 BOOT is CE certified
to EN 13634:2010.

1 0 3 // M X1 8

RYDER DIFRANCESCO

BLACK WHITE // 12

TECH 7S

BOOT

201 5017
SIZE: uS 2-8 YOUTH / EUR 34-42
you th
m otocross / o ff-road

BLACK RED
YELLOW FLUO // 136

>> Tech 7S is specifically designed

and sized for junior and /
or smaller framed riders.
>> PU-reinforced microfiber upper
for flexibility, abrasion resistance,
water-resistance and weight-saving.
Material ensures consistent fit and
is easy to maintain and clean.
>> Contoured shin plate is injected with
high modulus TPU for excellent levels
of impact and abrasion resistance.
>> Medial facing side incorporates
TPU panel with specially designed
sculpturing for maximum grip
contact with bike and improved

BLUE WHITE RED
YELLOW FLUO // 7025

BLACK
YELLOW FLUO // 155

heat and abrasion resistance.

>> One-piece injected dual compound

foot shell with co-injected hard
toe protector and integrated steel
shank. The shell is highly resistant
to abrasion and impact, adds to
the boot’s overall durability and
improves boot’s streamlining.
>> Excellent flexion provided by low
profile medial and lateral pivot system
to offer movement and support.
>> Instep and Achilles accordion
flex zones constructed for
superior control and support.

BLACK ORANGE
WHITE BLUE // 1427

>> Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal
out excessive water and dirt entry.
>> Soft poly foam reinforcement on
ankles and collar for long lasting
comfort and shock absorption.
>> 3D mesh textile with open
cell foam for improved air
circulation and comfort.
>> Buckle closure system incorporates
polymer and fiberglass buckle arms
and high-impact aluminum bridge
closures for durability and weightsaving. Buckle system features
memory and a quick release/locking
system with self-aligning design for

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO
GREEN FLUO // 1025

easy, precise closure and improved
riding performance and security.
All buckles are easily replaceable.
>> Compound sole is seamlessly
integrated into the base structure
for superior durability, high
performing rubber grip patterning,
and feel. The sole is replaceable.
>> Removable anatomic footbed
for comfort and support ensures
even weight distribution.
>> The Tech 7s boot is CE certified
to EN 13634:2010.

1 0 5 // M X1 8

BLACK WHITE
YELLOW FLUO // 125

TECH 3S

YOUTH BOOT
201 4018
SIZE: uS 2-8 YOUTH / EUR 34-42
you th
motocros s / o ff-road

1 0 6 // M X1 8

>> Designed and developed for optimized
comfort and fit for junior riders.
>> Upper constructed from innovative
light in weight microfiber
material for flexibility, durability
and abrasion resistance.
>> Light microfiber front and rear
stretch bellow inserts for comfort,
flexibility and critical support
in various riding positions.
>> External toe box is made of
high-performance synthetic
material for high abrasion.
>> Extended PU synthetic gaiter
helps seal out excessive
water and dirt entry.

BLACK WHITE // 12

>> Contoured TPU calf protector

plate, TPU higher medial protector,
TPU outer lateral ankle and
TPU heel counter offer support
and resistance to impacts.
>> Rear TPR gaiter patch
applied on top of the TPU calf
protector gives protection and
comfort on rear flex area.
>> Injected TPU shin plate connected
with the TPU medial protector panel;
hook and loop grip upper closure,
plus TPR flap for broad ranging
calf fit adjustment and support.
>> The TPU higher medial protector is
designed with technical texture for
improved grip on the bike’s chassis.

BLACK WHITE
RED FLUO // 1231

>> Bio-mechanical medial blade system
allows front and rear flex giving
support and protection to the ankle.
>> The ergonomic TPU triple buckle
straps allow smooth front flex from
the medial protector to the lateral
side without compromising flex.
>> New closure system includes 3
polymer buckles with an innovative
closure system. This closure
includes a ratchet with micro
memory and a quick release/
locking system with self-aligning
design for easy, precise closure;
the all buckles are replaceable.
>> Innovative one-piece TPU injected
dual compound foot shell, reinforced

SIZE ADJUSTER FOOT BED
TO REDUCE THE INTERNAL VOLUME
BY ONE SIZE.

by a metal shank inside a coinjected toe reinforcement.
>> Soft foam surrounds the ankles
and collar offering comfort and
shock absorbing performance.
>> Entire textile lining for more comfort.
>> Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed.
>> Specially adapted removable
footbed to accommodate growth
and extended longevity of product
(only available in boots size: 2-3-4).
>> Exclusive high grip rubber
compound outsole.
>> TECH 3s YOUTH BOOT boot is CE
certified to EN 13634:2010.

SIZE ADJUSTER FOOT BED
BLACK WHITE RED FLUO // 1231

TECH 3S
KIDS

BOOT

201 4518
SIZE: uS 10-1 KIDS / EUR 28-33
k id s
m otocross / o ff-road

>> Designed specifically for junior riders.
>> Upper construction is made
from innovative and light
microfiber material that is flexible
and abrasion resistant.
>> Light microfiber on front
and rear bellow gives more
comfort in the flex area.
>> Toe box is made of advanced
synthetic material for high abrasion.
>> Extended PU synthetic gaiter
helps seal out excessive
water and dirt entry.
>> Reinforced PU synthetic material on

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO // 125

calf, TPU higher medial protector, TPU
outer lateral ankle and reinforced
PU synthetic material offer support
and resistance to impacts.
>> Injected TPU shin plate connected
with the TPU medial protector panel;
hook and loop grip upper closure,
plus TPR flap for broad ranging
calf fit adjustment and support.
>> The TPU higher medial protector
is designed with technical texture
for improved grip on the bike.
>> Bio-mechanical medial blade system
allows front rear flex while giving

BLACK WHITE // 12

support and protection to the ankle.

>> The ergonomic TPU triple buckle

straps give smooth front flex from
the medial protector to the lateral
side without compromising flex.
>> New closure system includes 2
polymer buckles with an innovative
closure system. This closure
includes a ratchet with memory
and a quick release/ locking
system with self-aligning design
for easy, precise closure; the
all buckles are replaceable.
>> Innovative one-piece TPU injected

TO REDUCE THE INTERNAL
VOLUME BY ONE SIZE.

dual compound foot shell.

>> Soft foam surrounds the ankles

and collar offering comfort and
shock absorbing performance.
>> Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed.
>> Specially adapted removable
footbed to accommodate growth
and extended longevity of product.
>> Exclusive high grip rubber
compound outsole.
>> TECH 3s KIDS BOOT boot is CE
certified to EN 13634:2010.

1 0 7 // M X1 8

LAIA SANZ

BLACK WHITE PINK // 130

STELLA
TECH 3

BOOT

201 3218
SIZE: uS 6-9 WOMEN / EUR 37-41
wom en ’s
m otocross / o ff-road

>> Specially designed for an

optimized women’s fit.
>> PU-reinforced microfiber upper
for flexibility, abrasion resistance,
water resistance and weight-saving.
Main material ensures consistent
fit and ease of maintenance.
>> Contoured shin plate is injected with
high modulus TPU for high levels of
impact and abrasion resistance.
>> Medial boot side incorporates
TPU panel with specially designed
sculpturing for maximum grip
contact with bike and improved

heat and abrasion resistance.

>> One-piece injected dual compound

foot shell with co-injected hard
toe protector and integrated
steel shank. The shell is highly
resistant to abrasion and impact,
adds to the boot’s streamlining.
>> Excellent flexion provided by low
profile medial and lateral pivot system
to offer movement and support.
>> Instep and Achilles accordion
flex zones constructed for
superior control and support.
>> Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal

out excessive water and dirt entry.

>> Soft poly-foam padding

surrounds ankles and collar
for long lasting comfort, fit and
additional shock absorption.
>> Internal mesh textile lining for
improved air circulation and comfort.
>> Ergonomic buckle system
offers secure and highly
personalized closure. All buckles
are easily replaceable.
>> Buckle closure system incorporates
polymer and fiberglass
buckle arms and high-impact

aluminum bridge closures for
durability and weight-saving.
>> Removable anatomic footbed
for comfort and support ensures
even weight distribution.
>> Specific rubber compound sole is
seamlessly integrated into the base
structure for superior durability, high
performing rubber grip patterning
and feel. The sole is replaceable.
>> STELLA TECH 3 boot is CE
certified to EN 13634:2010

1 0 9 // M X1 8

COOPER WEBB

JEREMY MARTIN

BLACK // 10

TECH 7
ENDURO

BOOT

201 2114
SIZE: uS 5 - 16 / EUR 38 - 52
motocros s / o ff-road

11 2 // M X1 8

>> Upper constructed from light,

innovative microfiber that is flexible
and abrasion resistant. Innovative,
evolutionary TPU shin-plate
construction for greater range of
fitment features a reinforced hook
and loop closure for comfortable,
highly customized closure
>> Shin zone incorporates a TPU
blade system engineered to
prevent frontal hyperextension
and offer greater flex control.
>> Specifically designed sole
provides Enduro riders superior
durability, grip, feel and a high
level of structural rigidity.

>> Wide entry aperture for convenience

WHITE // 20

with hook and loop upper closure
TPR flap to allow broad ranging
calf fit adjustment and support.
>> Medial-facing area constructed
from one-piece TPU panel with
honeycomb sculpturing for maximum
grip contact with bike and improved
heat and abrasion resistance.
>> Top rear flexion of the boot is
supported around the calf by an
innovative TPU sliding blade system
which dissipates the friction
>> Ergonomic buckle system
offers secure and highly
personalised closure.

>> Innovative TPU lateral ankle protection
provides biomechanical link between
the middle lateral and the bottom
lateral of the boot. Instep and Achilles
accordion flex zones constructed
for superior control and support.
>> TPU lower shell is reinforced
with metal shank and includes
toe reinforcement for impact
and abrasion resistance.
>> Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal
out excessive water and dirt entry.
>> New closure system includes
polymer buckles plus aluminum
frame with innovative selfaligning, quick release closures

for customized secure fitment.

>> All buckles are easily replaceable.
>> Breathable mesh 3D liner with

anti-sliding microfiber suede
reinforcement on the heel area.
>> Soft poly-foam surrounds the
ankles and collar offer comfort and
shock absorbing performance.
>> Removable anatomic footbed.
>> Exclusive high grip rubber double
density compound outer sole.
>> Sole and footpeg are replaceable.
>> Tech 7 Enduro boot is CE
certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK // 10

TECH 3
ENDURO

BOOT

201 3118
SIZE: uS 5-16 / EUR 38-52
m otocross / o ff-road

>> Upper is made from innovative

and light microfiber material that
is flexible and abrasion resistant.
>> Light microfiber front and rear
bellow stretch inserts offer greater
flexibility and comfort in key area.
>> Internal toe-box constructed
with high-grade synthetic
material for high abrasion.
>> Extended PU synthetic gaiter
helps seal out excessive
water and dirt entry.
>> Contoured TPU calf protector
plate, TPU higher medial protector,
TPU outer lateral ankle and

TPU heel counter offer support
and resistance to impacts.
>> Rear TPR gaiter patch
applied on top of the TPU calf
protector gives protection and
comfort on rear flex area.
>> Injected TPU shin plate connected
with the TPU medial protector panel;
hook and loop grip upper closure,
plus TPR flap for broad ranging
calf fit adjustment and support.
>> The TPU higher medial external
protector is designed with technical
texture for improved grip.
>> Bio-mechanical medial blade system

allows front rear flex giving support
and protection to the ankle.
>> The ergonomic TPU triple buckle
straps allow smooth frontal flex
from the medial protector to the
lateral side without compromising
ease of movement.
>> New closure system includes three
polymer buckles with an innovative
closure system. This closure
includes a micro-adjustable ratchet
with memory and a quick release/
locking system with self-aligning
design for easy, precise closure.
The buckles are replaceable.
>> Innovative one-piece TPU injected

dual compound foot shell, reinforced
by a metal shank inside a coinjected toe reinforcement.
>> Soft foam surrounds the ankles
and collar offering comfort and
shock absorbing performance.
>> Entire textile lining for more comfort.
>> Replaceable EVA footbed
with textile lining on top.
>> Specific Alpinestars all-terrain
design sole and high grip rubber
compounds. The sole is replaceable.
>> TECH 3 ENDRUO boot is CE
certified to EN 13634:2010.

11 3 // M X1 8

BLACK RED // 13

TECH T

BOOT

200 4017
SIZE: uS 5-13 / EUR 38-48
tria l / of f -road

11 4 // M X1 8

>> Upper constructed from a

combination of full grain leather
and innovative microfiber for
durability and abrasion resistance,
>> Extended front and rear accordion
stretch zones for improved
flex, control and support.
>> Double density TPU ankle protector
disks are layered under the upper
and backed by poly-foam padding.
>> Ergonomically contoured shinplate
is injected with high modulus
TPU for a high level impact

BROWN OILED // 818

WHITE RED
YELLOW FLUO BLACK // 2351

and abrasion resistance.

>> Wide entry aperture for convenience
with hook and loop upper closure
TPR flap to allow broad ranging
calf fit adjustment and support.
>> 3D mesh textile with open
cell foam for improved air
circulation and comfort.
>> Extended PU synthetic gaiter
helps seal out excessive
water and dirt entry.
>> Soft poly foam reinforcement on

WHITE BLACK // 21

ankles and collar for long lasting
comfort and shock absorption.
>> Three buckles closure system with
memory, featuring an integrated
quick release/locking system closure.
Buckles are injected with high
impact resistant techno polymer.
>> Internal toe box and heel counter
protection is layered under
the upper for durability.
>> Leather shift pad for abrasion
resistance and structural protection.

>> Polymer insole with integrated steel
shank reinforcement for structure
and support to the arch area.
>> Exclusive compound rubber sole
with high grip, rough terrain design.
The outsole is replaceable.
>> Replaceable anatomic footbed
for comfort and support ensures
even weight distribution.
>> The TECH T is CE certified to CE
CERTIFIED EN 13634:2010.

TONI BOU

BLACK // N

SUPERVICTORY

STEEL PLATE
BOOT
209 92AC
SIZE: uS 5 - 13 / EUR 38 - 48

>> Internal TPU plate on the inner side

of the boot is curved in an anatomic
shape and covered with leather.
>> Four nylon cam adjustable
buckles with a replaceable nylon

strap and housing design.

>> Stamped steel shin plate.
>> Ergonomic ankle support with

injected TPU ankle pads.
>> Stamped stainless steel sole guard.

>> Stamped steel shank.
>> Exclusive ankle brace protector.
>> Full-grain leather upper and lining.
>> Leather over leather front flex zone.

>> Replaceable anatomic footbed.
>> Alpinestars exclusive
rubber compound sole with
replaceable foot peg insert.

TRIA L / off-road

11 7 // M X1 8

JULIEN LIEBER

GIACOMO REDONDI

BUCKLE BASE SUPPORT REPLACEMENT
TECH 10
SIZES: OS
25BBT10 / NN

BUCKLE BASE RECEIVER
NEW TECH10
SIZES: OS
25BBT14 / 10

NEW TECH10
SIZES: OS
25BBT14 / 20

NEW TECH10
SIZES: OS
25BBT14 / 70

BUCKLE BASE
TECH 10 / TECH 8 /
TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS /
TOUCAN GTX / TECH 7 /
TECH 7 SUPERMOTO /
TECH 6 /
STELLA TECH 6 /
TECH 3 /
STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 2 / S-MX 1
SIZES: OS
25BLT10 / 10

STRAP LOCKER SET REPLACEMENT
TECH 10 / STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 2 / TECH 8
SIZES: OS
25CCT10 / NN

TECH 8 RS / TECH 8 /
TECH 7 / TECH 7 SUPERMOTO /
TECH 3 / TECH T
SIZES: OS
25CCT8N / 10

NEW TECH 3S KIDS
SIZES: OS
25CIT3K / 20

NEW TECH 3 YOUTH
SIZES: OS
25CIT3Y / 12
NEW TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO / NEW TECH 5
SIZES: OS
25CIT74 / 20

TECH T / NEW TECH7 /
TECH 7 ENDURO / NEW TECH 5 /
NEW TECH 3S YOUTH & KID
STELLA TECH 3 / TECH6 S /
TOUCAN GTX / TECH 7S
SIZES: OS
25CCT3S / 10

TECH 1 / TECH 1 AT / TECH 3 / TECH 3 ENDURO
SIZES: OS
25LOT1 / 10

NEW TECH 8 RS
TECH 8 RS / TECH 8
SIZES: OS
25CIT8 / 10

BUCKLES STRAPS REPLACEMENT

TECH 5 / TECH 4 / NO STOP (10/11)
SIZES: OS
25LOT4 / NN / NW

TECH 3S
SIZES: OS
25CIT3S / 10
NEW TECH 8 RS
TECH 8 RS / TECH 8
SIZES: OS
25CIT8 / 20
NEW TECH10
SIZES: OS
25CIT14 / 10

BUCKLE LONG BASE WITH SPIDERNUT + SCREWS
TECH 8
SIZES: OS
25LESN14 / 10

NEW TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO / NEW TECH 5 /
STELLA TECH 3
SIZES: OS
25CIT74 / 10

NEW TECH10
SIZES: OS
25CIT14 / 20

TECH 6 / TECH 3 / TECH 3 AT / STELLA TECH 6 /
STELLA TECH 3
SIZES: OS
25LET6/ NN / WCW

TECH 6S / TECH 4S / / NEW TECH 4S
SIZES: OS
25LOT6S / NS

NEW TECH 6S
SIZES: OS
25LOT6SR / 10

NEW TECH 10 / TECH7 /
TECH7 ENDURO
SIZES: OS
25LET14 / 10
NEW TECH 5 / TECH 1 /
TECH 1 AT / TECH T /
TECH 7S /
TECH 3 / STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 3 ENDURO /
STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 3S YOUTH & KID
SIZES: OS
25LET5 / 10

1 2 0 // M X1 8

TECH 7S / TECH T / NEW STELLA TECH 3
STRAP WITH ALUMINIUM BRIDGE
SIZES: OS
25CITR / 10

TECH 1 / TECH 3 / TECH 3 ENDURO
SIZES: OS
SIZ25LOT1 / 12

TECH 7 / TECH 7 SUPERMOTO
SIZES; OS
25LOT7 / 11 / 219

TECH8 LIGHT KICKSTART REPLACEMENT

SIZES: 5/7, 8/10, 11/15
25KICKT811 / 20 / 11

MEDIAL PROTECTOR RUBBER INSERT

INNER BRACE REPLACEMENT
TECH 8
SIZES: 5-15
25SHOET8 / G

TOE CAPS REPLACEMENT

TECH 10
(ANKLE BRACE)
SIZES: 7-14
25FUT10 / G

NEW TECH10
SIZES: 7-14
25SHOET14 / 10

NEW TECH 8RS
SIZES: 5-15
25SHOET84 / 11

TECH 8 / TECH 8 LIGHT /
TECH 8 RS / TECH 3 ALL TERRAIN /
TECH 1 / TECH 6 / M6 /
SUPERVICTORY / TECH 1 AT
SIZES: OS
25PU1370 / NK
TECH 4S (SMALL)
SIZE: OS
25PU16 / SL

INNER BRACE SIDE BARS
NEW TECH10
SIZES: 7-14
25SBT14 / 10

TECH 7 / TECH 7 SUPERMOTO / TECH 6 / TECH 6
AT / TECH 3 / TECH 3 AT
/ TECH 2 / VECTOR / M6 /
SUPERVICTORY
SIZES: 5-15
25FUSTAR / G

TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS
SIZES: 5-15
25SHOET8N / 11

NEW TECH10
SIZES: 7/8, 9/10, 11/14
25MPT14 / 10

NEW TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO
SIZES: 5/7, 8/10, 11/15
25MPT74 / 10

REMOVABLE FOOTBED INSERTS

NEW TECH 10
SIZES: 7-14
25FUT14 / 1755

NEW TECH 5 /
TECH 1 / STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 3 / TECH 3 ENDURO /
TECH 3 S YOUTH
SIZES: 3-16
25FUT5 / 107

NEW TECH 7 / TECH 7
ENDURO
SIZES: 5-16
25FUT74 / 933

T7 SMOTO SLIDER REPLACEMENT

TECH7 SUPERMOTO
SIZES: 7-12
25SLIT7 / 10

TRIAL FOOTBED INSERT
SIZES: 5-13
25FUTR / 10

1 2 1 // M X1 8

FOOTPEG INSERTS REPLACEMENT

STEEL HEEL CAP REPLACEMENT

TECH 10
SIZES: 7/8, 9/10,
11/12, 13/14
25INSSUT10 / NN

TECH 8 / TECH 7 / TECH 6 / TECH 5 /
M6 / SUPERVICTORY
SIZES: 38/42, 43/49
25INSSUT8 / TM

TECH 8 / TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS
SIZES: OS
25TA / NK

ACCESSORIES ALL LEATHER BOOTS

NEW TECH 7
TECH 7 ENDURO
SIZES: 5-16
25INSSUT74 -10

BEE WAX LEATHER CARE
250P4 / BI / BL / NT / RD

TECH 8 / TECH 8 RS
SIZES: 4/5, 6/7, 8/9,
10/11, 12/13, 14/15
25INSSUT8N / N

TECH 7 / TECH 3 ENDURO /
TECH 7 ENDURO
SIZES: 5-16
25INSSUT7N / 10

SOLES
25SUT10/10/12
TECH10
(REPLACEABLE INSERT)
SIZES: 7/8, 9/10, 11/12, 13/14

25SUT7S /20
TECH 7S /
STELLA TECH 3
SIZES: 2-8

1 2 2 // M X1 8

25SUT3/11/12
TECH3 / TECH2
SIZES: 5-16

25SUT8/N
TECH8 RS / TECH8 / NEW TECH8
(REPLACEABLE INSERT)
SIZES: 4/5, 6/7, 8/9, 10/11,
12/13, 14/15

25SU403/10
TECH1
SIZES: 5-16

25SUT3S/10
TECH3S
SIZES: 10-8 YOUTH

25SUT5/10
NEW TECH 5 / TECH 3 /
TECH 3S YOUTH
SIZES: 3-16

25SUTS3/20
NEW TECH 3 YOUTH /
NEW TECH 3 KIDS
SIZES: 10-8 YOUTH

25SU891E/10/12
TECH7 ENDURO /
TECH 3 ENDURO
SIZES: 5-16

25SUT6S/10
NEW TECH6S
SIZES: 2-8

25SUT7/TM
TECH 6 / M6 / SUPERVICTORY
SIZES: 38/40, 41/42, 43/44,
45/46, 47/49

25SU893A / N
NO STOP
SIZES: 5, 6/7, 8, 9,
10/11, 12/13

25SUT7N/11/21
TECH7
(REPLACEABLE INSERT)
SIZES: 5-16

25SU906/N
ALL TERRAIN REPLACEMENT
TECH4 / 5 / 6 / 7 / 8 / NO STOP AT /
TECH3 AT / TECH 2 AT / TERRA
SIZES: 39/41, 42/44, 45/47

25SUTR/10
TECH T
SIZES: 5-13

25SUT74/10/12
NEW TECH7
SIZES: 5-16

25SUT1AT/10
SOLE TECH 1 AT
SIZES: 7-13

MEN’S APPAREL SIZE CONVERSION TABLE

EURO SIZE

42

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

44

46

XS

48

S

50

52

M

54

56

L

58

XL

60

XXL

62

64

3XL

4XL

U.S. SIZE

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

U.S. PANTS SIZE

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

WOMEN’S APPAREL SIZE CONVERSION TABLE

EURO SIZE

36

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

38

40

XXS

42

XS

44

S

46

M

48

L

50

XL

52

54

XXL

3XL

U.S. SIZE

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

U.S. PANTS SIZE

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

36

38

40

MEN’S FOOTWEAR SIZE CONVERSION TABLE

U.S. SIZE

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

EURO SIZE

38

39

40.5

42

43

44.5

45.5

47

48

49.5

51

52

JPN SIZE

24

25

25.5

26.5

27.5

29

29.5

30.5

31.5

32.5

33.5

34.5

YOUTH’S FOOTWEAR SIZE CONVERSION TABLE

U.S. SIZE

10

11

12

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

EURO SIZE

28

29

30.5

32

33

34

35.5

37

38

39

40.5

42

JPN SIZE

17.5

18.5

19.5

20

21

21.5

22.5

23

24

25

25.5

26.5
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A8 PROTECTION VEST
SIZE RANGE

SIZE S/M

SIZE 2XL/4XL
SIZE M/2XL

EURO SIZE

44

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

46

XS

48

S

U.S. SIZE

50

52

M

54

L

56
XL

58

60

62

XXL

64

3XL

4XL

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

A. CHEST (CM)

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

118-122

122-126

126-130

B. WAIST (CM)

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

100-104

104-108

108-112

112-116

G. HEIGHT (CM)

164-167

168-171

172-175

176-179

180-183

184-187

188-191

192-195

192-195

196-199

196-199

A. CHEST (INCHES)

337/8-353/8

353/8-37

37-385/8

385/8-401/8

401/8-413/4

413/4-431/4

431/4-447/8

447/8-461/2

461/2-48

48-495/8

495/8-511/8

B. WAIST (INCHES)

283/8-297/8

297/8-311/2

311/2-331/8

331/8-345/8

345/8-361/4

361/4-373/4

373/4-391/4

391/4-41

41-421/2

421/2-441/8

441/8-455/8

G. HEIGHT (FEET)

5’4”-5’5”

5’6”-5’7”

5’7”-5’8”

5’9”-5’10”

5’11”-6’

6’-6’2”

6’2”-6’3”

6’3”-6’5”

6’3”-6’5”

6’5”-6’6”

6’5”-6’6”

A8 LIGHT
PROTECTION VEST
SIZE RANGE
EURO SIZE

SIZE XS/S

42

44

INTERNATIONAL SIZE
U.S. SIZE
A. CHEST (CM)

XS

SIZE M/XXL

46

48

S

50
M

52

54

L

56
XL

58
XXL

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

B. WAIST (CM)

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

100-104

G. HEIGHT (CM)

159-163

164-167

168-171

172-175

176-179

180-183

184-187

188-191

192-195

A. CHEST (INCHES)

321/4-337/8

337/8-353/8

353/8-37

37-385/8

385/8-401/8

401/8-413/4

413/4-431/4

431/4-447/8

447/8-461/2

B. WAIST (INCHES)

263/4-283/8

283/8-297/8

297/8-311/2

311/2-331/8

331/8-345/8

345/8-361/4

361/4-373/4

373/4-391/4

391/4-41

G. HEIGHT (FEET)

5’3”-5’4”

5’4”-5’5”

5’6”-5’7”

5’7”-5’8”

5’9”-5’10”

5’11”-6’

6’-6’2”

6’2”-6’3”

6’3”-6’5”

YOUTH A8 LIGHT
PROTECTION VEST
SIZE RANGE

ONE SIZE

U.S. SIZE

24

26

28

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

M

L

XL

8 - 10

11 - 12

13 - 14

A. CHEST (CM)

65.6 - 70.5

70.5 - 75.5

75.5 - 80.5

B. WAIST (CM)

58 - 62

62 - 66

66 - 70

G. HEIGHT (CM)

120 - 130

130 - 145

145 - 159

A. CHEST (INCHES)

253/4 - 273/4

273/4 - 293/4

293/4 - 313/4

B. WAIST (INCHES)

227/8 - 243/8

243/84 - 26

26 - 271/2

G. HEIGHT (FEET)

3’11’’ - 4’3’’

4’3’ - 4’9’’

4’9’’ - 5’3’’

YEARS

FLUID KNEE BRACE
SIZE RANGE

1 2 4 // M X1 8

SIZE

KNEE WIDTH

S-M-L

9.8 CM - 11.2 CM / 3.86” - 4.41”

XL - 2XL

11.2CM - 12.6CM / 4.41” - 4.96”

TO AID CORRECT FIT IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT A RIDER WITH A KNEE WIDTH OF 11.2CM WEAR A SIZE L.
DEPENDING ON A RIDER’S LEG SHAPE THERE MAY BE SOME SIZING OVERLAP BETWEEN L AND XL.
TO ENSURE AN OPTIMIZED FIT IT IS THEREFORE RECOMMENDED THAT A RIDER REFER CLOSELY TO THE SIZING
CHART
AND/OR TRY ON BOTH SIZE VERSIONS (S-M-L AND XL-2XL) BEFORE PURCHASING.

BIONIC ACTION JACKET
SIZE RANGE
EURO SIZE

42

44

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

46

XS

U.S. SIZE

48

S

50

52

M

54

56

L

58

XL

XXL

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

A. CHEST (CM)

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

B. WAIST (CM)

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

100-104

G. HEIGHT (CM)

159-163

164-167

168-171

172-175

176-179

180-183

184-187

188-191

192-195

A. CHEST (INCHES)

321/4-337/8

337/8-353/8

353/8-37

37-385/8

385/8-401/8

401/8-413/4

413/4-431/4

431/4-447/8

447/8-461/2

B. WAIST (INCHES)

263/4-283/8

283/8-297/8

297/8-311/2

311/2-331/8

331/8-345/8

345/8-361/4

361/4-373/4

373/4-391/4

391/4-41

G. HEIGHT (FEET)

5’3”-5’4”

5’4”-5’5”

5’6”-5’7”

5’7”-5’8”

5’9”-5’10”

5’11”-6’

6’-6’2”

6’2”-6’3”

6’3”-6’5”

SEQUENCE PRO SHORTS
SIZE RANGE
EURO SIZE

42

INTERNATIONAL SIZE
U.S. SIZE
A. CHEST (CM)

44

46

XS

48

S

50
M

52

54

56

L

58

XL

XXL

32

34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

82-86

86-90

90-94

94-98

98-102

102-106

106-110

110-114

114-118

B. WAIST (CM)

68-72

72-76

76-80

80-84

84-88

88-92

92-96

96-100

100-104

G. HEIGHT (CM)

159-163

164-167

168-171

172-175

176-179

180-183

184-187

188-191

192-195

A. CHEST (INCHES)

321/4-337/8

337/8-353/8

353/8-37

37-385/8

385/8-401/8

401/8-413/4

413/4-431/4

431/4-447/8

447/8-461/2

B. WAIST (INCHES)

263/4-283/8

283/8-297/8

297/8-311/2

311/2-331/8

331/8-345/8

345/8-361/4

361/4-373/4

373/4-391/4

391/4-41

G. HEIGHT (FEET)

5’3”-5’4”

5’4”-5’5”

5’6”-5’7”

5’7”-5’8”

5’9”-5’10”

5’11”-6’

6’-6’2”

6’2”-6’3”

6’3”-6’5”

YOUTH BIONIC ACTION JACKET
SIZE RANGE

S/M

L/XL

U.S. SIZE

22

24

26

28

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

S

M

L

XL

YEARS
A. CHEST (CM)

6-7

8-10

11-12

13 - 14

60.5 - 65.5

65.6 - 70.5

70.5 - 75.5

75.5 - 80.5

B. WAIST (CM)

54 - 58

58 - 62

62 - 66

66 - 70

G. HEIGHT (CM)

109 - 120

120 - 130

130 - 145

145 - 159

A. CHEST (INCHES)

227/8 - 253/4

253/4 - 273/4

273/4 - 293/4

293/4 - 313/4

B. WAIST (INCHES)

21 - 22

22 - 24

24

- 26

26 - 271/2

G. HEIGHT (FEET)

3’7’’ - 3’11’’

3’11’’ - 4’3’’

4’3’’ - 4’9’’

4’9’’ - 5’3’’

1/4

7/8

A-5S YOUTH BODY ARMOUR
SIZE RANGE

7/8

3/8

3/84

S/M

L/XL

U.S. SIZE

22

24

26

28

INTERNATIONAL SIZE

S

M

L

XL

YEARS
A. CHEST (CM)

6-7

8-10

11-12

13 - 14

60.5 - 65.5

65.6 - 70.5

70.5 - 75.5

75.5 - 80.5

B. WAIST (CM)

54 - 58

58 - 62

62 - 66

66 - 70

G. HEIGHT (CM)

109 - 120

120 - 130

130 - 145

145 - 159
293/4 - 313/4

A. CHEST (INCHES)

227/8 - 253/4

253/4 - 273/4

273/4 - 293/4

B. WAIST (INCHES)

211/4 - 227/8

227/8 - 243/8

243/84 - 26

26 - 271/2

G. HEIGHT (FEET)

3’7’’ - 3’11’’

3’11’ - 4’3’’

4’3’’ - 4’9’’

4’9’’ - 5’3’’

1 2 5 // M X1 8
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